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CEWPTER I. 

In this chaoter ve do the followino: (1) indicate tSe ir.tent of this 
report- (3) describe the phases and objectives of the overall study of which 
this vuhlication is a part- (3) detail the field work procedures and oper- 
ations u s 4  to gather the data for this report; and (4) conclude with an out- 
line of the rest of this volume. 

Intent of This Report 

%is is an unusual report. The following chapters constitute a set of 
case stuc'ies describing the actual state of chemical and related disaster . 

preparedness in tkee America9 communities at the present tfne. There are a 
number of other miblications which discuss what local cornunity chemical Ais- 
aster wecarechess should be like, 
be, the ideal which should be souqht. 
however, which %scribes actual states of cornunity preparedness as this 
renort does. CIUS, this unfierlies the unusualness of this pnblication (fee 
also the relatec! VXC publication by Yierneg, 3.9?0), 

In qeneral, they describe what ouehr to 
There is very little literature, 

This emnhasis on reality, what exists in everyday life, is quite delib- 
erate. 
local officials actually have to cope with in different kinr's of cmunities, 
for exmle, political considerations or the fieminance of the chemical in- 
dustry in the life of n particular area. 
what should Sa done, but rather a depiction of the kinds of cmunitv con- 
texts ~T?ich orevail am3 within which disaster planners and emergency oper- 
ational Detsonnel have to act. 
to be fnllot.~ed, but portrayls of the kinds of social settinas in which all 
preparedness 8ecisions and actions have to take place. 

It is 8x1 effort to Five readers of t\is report a picture of what 

The nerspective is not a madel of 

4s suc5, the case studies are not prototypes 

In none of the three communities described in the case stu?ies, could .' 
it he sa&-! t%at there is pood overall cornunity preparedness for chemical 
disasters. :?owever, the aim of this presentation fs not to discourage local 
cornunity officials or to suggest disaster planning is imnossible. ?ather 
bv notine the difficulties and by indicatinp, they stem from organizational 
structure and community contexts, we think ~7e offer a positive starting 
point, To understand the realities of a situation is better than assuming 
an ideal but unreal settlnq. The reality is that these are z11 kinds of ob- 
stacles and difficulties in actually initizting or extendin? cornunity chem- 
ical i8saster preparedness. Avaseness and acceptance of this fact is an 
imgortant first s t e ~  in understandinp, appropriate plannine. Too many model 
disaster plans assume, implicitly at least, that a planner usually has full 
or substantial control over the planning situation. This is nor so, and the 
earlier an4 the more frequently it is recowized, the better it will be. 

Furthemore, recomition that planning problems stem from inherent 
organizational and c-unity characteristics should be helpful. Often in the 
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plannine; literature there is an assumption that difficulties in imnlementinE 
plannim may stem from '7ber~~alitp" problems, or that the planner is 
vrimarily to blme if thinRs do not get done. Our case studies suqgest that 
often the source of the difficulties must be souqht beyond the oarticular 
people involved: for example, they may stem from some inherent conflict in 
American society between certain Drivate sector interests and values and those 
prevailing in the puhli,c sector. 
they can do t3eir job better if t%ey recognize:and accept that such social 
structural conflicts are a real part of the world in which they must operate. 

Flamers are not responsible for this, but 

In presentinp our case studies 57e hope to depict both general m d  spe- 
cific aspects which may affect community chemical disaster ptebaredness. Cer- 
tain common themes, which will be made more eqlicit in the last chapter of 
this report, cut across all the case studies, On the other hand, there may be 
certain differences in emunity characteristics, for instance, which may 
raise questions in an official's mfnd on how applicable any piven case, study 
may be to %is or her conwmity. 

Pot example, there is considerable variation in size and in the 
saliency of the local chemical industry in various communities in the United 
States, We therefore selected three rather different kinds of communities 
around which to develop the case studies. The first case study of Swisher 
involves a relatively small locality in vhich the local chemical plant tends 
to dominate the town life, 
size city with a very large chemical ind.ustry in the surrounding area. 
third. case study is of Johnson, a metropolitan area with many scattered chm- 
ical plants and complexes. Therefore, officials from a town, a citv, or a 
metropolitan area and from localities where the chemical industry is of 
differer?t saliencv, should find at least one of the case studies somewhat 
aTproxinate to their o m  specific situation. 

The second case study of Gabor Is about a n?o&!riite 
The 

The comxmities described in this publication are not specifically 
identified, and pseudonyms are assiqned to each locality, and even to some 
of the organizations an* officials discussed in the case studies. The. 
anonvmitgr is provided for two reasons. 
will prinarl-ly think of the general questions and issues raised by the case 
studies instead of hecominz concerned with the specifics of particular 
localities ?.Tit5 which there mioht be some deeree of familiarity. 
by rnaskina the identities of the communities, it becomes possible to more 
clearly depict t5e conflicts, pressures, etc, which do affect chemical 
disaster preZpare8nessg a major but not the only focus of the overall study 
W C  is undertakinq on chemical disasters. 

In part, it is done so that a reader 

Also, 

ves of the Overall Study 

In the last two decades, consfderzble systematic and comparative re- 
search has dealt with human behavior in and group response to natural 8i- 
sasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes, floods and tornadoes (See nuarantelli 
an? Dynes, lfr77). 
United States and increasingly elsewhere. 

These studies have been done by social scientists in the 
They have shown that there is 
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misunderstanding about human reaction to extreme stress situations and the 
Binds of organizational uroblems encountered when mobilizing for and reacting 
to mass emerpencies. The uncovering of mythologies and incorrect opinions 
has led to improved disaster prebaredness measures and more efficient re- 
covery steps heinr taken in the event of threats and dangers arising from 
natural wents, the so-called "acts of God." (See Dynes, Quarantelli and. 
Xreps, 1981). 

Research efforts are now being initiated on another general class of 
disasters, those broue3t about by human error or technical failure and 
accident. In line with this new interest in technoloqical disasters, DRC 
obtained il yrmt from the l?ational Science Foundation to undertake a three- 
year study of disasters resultinfi from dangerous chemicals or toxic sub- 
stances. The research is focusizq on orqanizational and comhnity preparae 
tions for, resbonses to and recovery from relatively sudden chemical disas- 
ters. . 

The study is, in part, examininE sbilarities and differences between 
the human and p,roup aspects of natural disasters and those of chemical dis- 
asters. h effort is also being made to identify the distinctive cfiarater- 
istics of orgznizatianal and communit:r preparebess measures for and emert. 
zencv responses to the sudden release of hazardous chemical substances. Most 
importcntly, ?PC is looking at the conditions and circumstances responsible 
for the social features observed in acute chemical disasters. The findinEs 
of the study are iatended to help bring about improvements in preparations for 
and responses to an ever-increasing threat and danger in industrial and tech- 
noloytcal societies. 

There are three phases to the DRC study. The first phase hss Seen 
comqleted, 
suddenly danzerous chemical agents. 
from this work are presented in t&e report. The second phase of the stucty, 
beginnin? in Septecnber 1978, focused on the emergency t h e  period of actual 
incidezts involving chemical hazards. This research involved on-the-scene 
observations and in-depth field intervieirs with public safety, governmental, 
industrial, and community firoups and ayencies involved in responding to a 
sudden chemical disaster. Nineteen actual events in all have been studied 
UP to the present. 
lonoer run consequences of, rather than the emerFency time response to, 
sudden chemical disaster. An effort is being made to trace tbe effects of 
recovery from such a disaster on oraanizational and community planninq for 
mass emercencies over a period of time. This is necessitatine periodic re- 
visitation of r)RC to some selected localities previously experiencinp, major 
chemical catastrophes. 

It focused on preparedness planning for disasters involviac 
Some of the observations and findiEys 

The third phase of the DP.C research concentrates on the 

The 9RC .?rpnroach in all three phases is to obtain an objective picture 
of preparechess for, response to and recovery from acute chemical disasters, 
As is alvays the case in any DRC research, we are not concerned with tech- 
nical issues, questions of blame, or any "investisations" of the situation 
shce such natters are not within our research objectives. 
interested in not only obtainin? knowledge but also distrtbuting its research 
findinys and their implications to potential users. 

Fowever, DPC is 

This publication is one 
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of the efforts behp gade to 8.isserninate information to t3ose officials and 
agencies vith oolicy Planninq an6 operatfonal responsibilities in sud?en 
cormnurlit*-siAe enerpencies , especially those created by dangerous chemical 
aments. 
and quarantelli, 19fl1). 

Other activities of thj-s nature are reported elsewhere (See GrRy 

First Phase Xelc! York Procedures an6 Operations 

During the first phase of the study field work focuser! on community 
and orpanizational nrenaredness and planniw for sudden disasters, includino 
those involving toxic releases, explosions, or other chemical agent emer- 
Rencies. oUr resmrch objectives necessitated Ticking a sample of c m u -  
nities, deciainp: on .That ovnizations and personnel within then to contact, 
determining the nature of the information required by our research objec- 
tives, an? deslmiw t%e field instruments. 
and in fact, did unc?ertalce some fie12 studies of actual disaster events in- 
volvinr: cheYica2 agents. 

In addition, we had to plan for, 

Many factors were considered in selectinp; the 19 communities finally 
chosen for study. 
tion, the follovinq criteria were used: size of community, region of the 
country, conce2tration of chmica?. comnanies, transportation facilities, pre- 
vious disaster experiezces, ownership pattern of local manufacturers and ' 
types of chemiccl products, In addition, we needed samples w5ich IOUM re- 
flect different state regulations and enforcement practices with respect to 
the production, distrihution, transpartation, and storage of hazardous 
chemicals. 
different sets of regulations and practices. In the event that everythine 
else was rouohly euual, we chose communities in wh;LCh the Center had done 
some previous field work since that allowed us to draw on previously gathered 
community and oryanizational data with respect to disaster plannin8. In all, 
19 communities in 12 different states were studied. 

In order to achieve some variation in our sample selec+i 

Thus, ve selected three communities in each of three states with 

T=Tithir, each community, six Organizations were examined so that a 
picture of the overall disaster planning in the locality could be obtained. 
Those chosen %'ere the office of civil defense, the police departnent, the 
local Red Cross chamer, the local EPA office, the major general !iospital in 
the area, and in localities with harbors or waterways, the Coast Guard OT the 
port authority. C)t!ier organizations contacted, more for their own rather 
than overall disaster planning, vere the city and county fire department, the 
sheriff's office, the public health department, the office of rnayor or city 
manager, the local state police Dost, utility companies, the Wational >leather 
Service station, labor unions, mutual aid organizations and the office in 
charpe of railroad yards in the locality. 
which D ~ O C ~ S S ~  manufacture, use or transport large amounts of hazardous ahea- 
ical materials was taken with the choice of particular companies beinp made 
on the basis of the specific information and knowledge obtained by the DEC 
field team studyin? the community. In all orsanizations contacted, the key 
officials rho vere knovledgeable, responsible or defined as primarily con- 
cerned with disaster nlanninq, were normally interviewed. 

Finally, a sample of facilities 

Three different interview guines were used depending OT? the orzans- 
Tation being studied. In Eeneral, most officials were asked to fill out a 
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mobability scale for their area, i.e., to make an assessment on a n to 5 
scale of the mobability of their locality being hit by one of 36 different 
kinds of nossiEle natural 2nd technoloqical disaster apents. The interview 
Puides themselves tapned the major dimensions of our theoretical model, naelv? 
such mrrtters as threat denands, resource capabilities, social climate, social 
linkaoes, ilbs=ister nlanninq, and feedback processes. Generally, we ~antec! to 
h o v  ha.! resnonsibilities for what disaster tasks, t&at were the relation- 
shim and the cooDerative and conflictinp icteractions of various emernencv 
related comunitv proups with one another, and vhat was the specific disaster 
qlannin- of each orTanization contacted. The intra- and interorranizational 
safety ~ n d  disaster nlamina of chemical nlznts was a narticular point of 
focus. Information was often obtained in tape-recorded intervims. The inter- 
views were suoolemented by relevant community and orpanizational documentary 
data such as disaster plans and lists of resources allocated for crisis 
bl-anninsz. Also collected rriere statistical data such as records of Drior 
enerrsencv exneriences and frequency of drills and rehearsals for sudden threats 
anit rlanoers. 

Adthouoh our focus vas on nl2n~inq an6 preoarations for disasters, PRC 
also studied a fer.7 actual chemical disasters in tbe first year of the research. 
A m o w  the events examined vere threats and d.isasters from chemical aoents in 
‘~~aver.1~ Tennessee Younostovm Tlorida; Yidland, ““ichiqan- Texas City, Texas 
%nsfiel$, %io: znd ?aton Toup,e, Louisiana. Alt‘louyh our study of these evems 
events vas not conductec! on a larqe, systenatic scale, ve examinec! the rela- 
tionshia of disaster nlannim in the involved comunities to the organized 
resnonse to threats and danzers that developed in each particular event. 

The field operations vent very ~ ~ 1 1 .  Almost all orzanizations coon- 
erated fully. Direct refusals to DarticiDate in the research were almost non- 
existent, thus allowinr: an zveraEe of several dozen groups and apencies to be 
studied in each community, The vast najority of officials contacted were co- 
operative in wovidin? information a d  documentation. At the conclusion of 
this part of the field work, QR-C hail obtained several hundred interviews alony 
wit3 a consiserable quantity of supnlernentary data. 

For each comunitv or event studieC, a preliminary field trip report ~7as 
yrepared. Each report covered disaster threat possibilities in the community 
or the actual disaster event, orpanizational involvement in disaster prepara- 
tions, the fielr‘ teams’ peneral h9ressions or observations relevant to our 
research objectives, ally problems in field operations which might have affected 
the nata collection, and a listing of the data obtained. These preliminary 
reports were used to select the case studies developed in this volume. 

The case stur?y descriptions nust be seen in the context of the workin? 
model ?re use8 to Rather and analvze t3e data on comunitv and. oxoanizational 
disester nlannincr (for further details see Ouarantelli et al, lS79). Our 
workin? nodel assumes that for anv ziven connunity there is the possibility of 
sone !<in? of danger (by chemical and other threat agents). These threats 
can be seen as representino the ionut or demands on tk?e commmitv for disaster 
nkmninp. TTowever, within anv Fiven cmnunity, there are always some cans- 
hilities for meetinn such demands. These can be thought of as the phvsical 
mc! material resources vhicb can be brouclht to bear to meet the demands. The 
resultins balance between threats, i.e., demands and resources, i.e., cma- 
hilities is reflected in sone mode of social ormnization at the community 
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level, i.e., e particular pattern or set of links among the organized elements 
involved Fn disaster planning in the community. 
social linkages take is a matter of empirical determination. It may, for 
example, take the form of a system, a network, a cluster or a fragmented set 
of social units prepared in varying degrees to respond to a disaster, 
different social, political, economic, legal, historical, or psychological 
conditions affect the social linkages and resources which are likely to be 
present in any given community. 
social environment or clhate, Whatever the particular constellation of 
elements in any given community, one outcome or output is some kind of di- 
saster planninK. The planning may include meetings, rehearsals, drills, memo 
of understanding as well as written plans themselves. 
may feedback affecting not only demand threat possibilities, but also the 
resource capability, the social organizationgl pattern or the social linkages, 
and the social climate conditions. 

The specific form that the 

In turn, 

Such conditions can be thought of as the 

In turn, the planning 

Be source s 

In graphic terms, the model we are currently using, is presented below. 
Resources, social linkages and social climate are respectively depicted as 
being within the context of one another. This is an effort to indicate the 
more abstract nature of the phenomenon as one goes from resources to social 
linkages to social climate. 

Threat j 

Social Climate 

f 

Outline af This Report 

The next three chapters present the three case studies. Each case study 
is roughly organized fn the same way. Fallowing a description of community 
characterisrics, the disaster vulnerability of the town, city or metropolis 
as perceived by local officials is depicted. A history of local disaster 
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planning, with a focus on chemical threats, is presented. 
an overview of current community Cisaster planning and discussions of parti- 
cular emerpency organizations such as police and fire departments. Each case 
study concludes with a brief set of general observations and implications de- 
rived from the study for local community chemical disaster preparedness. 

This is followed bg 

The report concludes vith a fhal chanter which presents major overall 
impressions and some implications. 
from the case studies, also take into account the larger research effort of 
which this report is only a part. 
cations for local community chemical disaster preparedness. 

These impressions, while primarily drawn 

They are used to draw some positive impli- 
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The town of Swisher is described and analyzed in this chapter. Swisher 

The kind of dominance which one company has in this 
is a small totm of less than 40,000 people marked by the presence of one very 
large chemical concern. 
locality exemlifies a situation which prevails in dozens of small American 
communities, although the particular industry that is prominent varies consid- 
erablv depending on the region of the country involved. 

Community Characteristics 

Swisher is located in the east central section of a northern state ap- 
proximately 20 miles from a port and about 129 miles from a major metropoli- 
tan area. 
and employment center for the sparsely populated rural area of the state. 
One airport is shared by the three toms. Most of Swisher lies to the east 
of a river which is joined from the west by another river near the central 
business district of the town. "he land around Swisher is flat, relatively 
wooded countryside, having many lakes and forests which are heavily used for 
fishinA, boating, hunting and skiinp. 

The town is part of a tri-town area which is the major resource 

The town covers approximately 30 square miles. Resides a typical down- 
town central district, there are about five other shomine clusters servfng 
not only the t o m  residents but another 20,000 people in the country. 
though it is mainly a residential comnunity, a very large chemical complex oc- 
cupies the southern part of Swisher and is relativelv separate from the rest 
of the tom. The complex, all within the town's boundary, is part of a multi- 
national chenlical concern, GEN Chemicals, Inc. Among the units in Swisher 
are the international and administrative headquarters of the chemical corpor- 
ation, some of its multi-product manufacturing facilities and several dozen 
of its varied laboratories. 

Al- 

The town makes up about a third of the total county population of about 
120,OQO. 
the state althouph in both cases the population growth has been less than 10 
nercent over the last decade. 
rounding area is ovemhelmingly white (about 99 percent), relatively young 
(only about 6 percent are over the age of 651, and rather well-educated (over 
a third of the town's population has had a college education and even the 
county's nean year of schooling is almost twelve years). The latter figures, 
of course, reflect the professional and specialized personnel reouired by the 
local chemical industry. 

Both the tovm and the county are among the fastest Prowing areas in 

The population of both the town and its sur- 

Politically, Swisher has a council-manager forn of local government. 
Five council. members are elected by wards for 2 year terms. 
lects the manager for the term from among its members. 
on all council issues. 
althowh the Republican party tends to be better represented. 

The council se- 
The manaper may vote 

Neither major political party is clearly dominant, 
In recent 
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times, the t o m  leadership has been very stable. 
and higher administrative personnel, as well as the sheriff and fire and po- 
lice chiefs, have held their positions for ten years or more. 

Yost of the town council 

The county is poverned by an 11 district board of commissioners. 
er has a very dominant role in the county because it is the county seat and 
has the larqest concentration of population (over l,OOO/square mile compared 
to under 15n/square mile for the county) and is one of onlv three incoroor- 
ated localities. 
ties between the county and the tom. 

Swish- 

Because of this, there are close governmental and political 

The state government is divided between .the aajor political parties. 
The qovernor at the time of the study was Republican with the lepislative ma- 
jority in both houses beinp Democratic. However, recent governors have come 
from both parties, and the state has not voted consistently for Presidential 
candidates from one party for several decades. 
elections over 90 nercent of those elipible have voted, Swisher does not ap- 
wear to be Particularly important or influential at the state level. 

Although in recent national 

The dependence of Swisher's economy on the large chemical company locat- 
The two largest employers in the area are the ed there cannot he overstated. 

GEV Chemicals, Inc. and another corporation which is jointly otmed by the 
chemical company and a laree national Elass company. 
czether ernp1.0~ more than 12,000 people out of a total work force of almost 
24,OqQ. Amroximatelv, 6,500 are employed at the chemical plant (almost 4,500 
hourly and about 2,000 salaried). 
awned corporate and the chenical comany's international corporate and U.S. 
division heac'auarters. 
ter with over 1,000 employees. 
and there are only two other groups in the county which employ betveen 190 
an? 500 workers. 
tFe area econorny. Some perspective miRht be gained by notins that in a recent 
year, total retail sales for GET Cheraical, Inc. amounted to over $20f?,%Y3,000. 

The two companies to- 

The remainder are employed at the jointly- 

The next largest employer is cvisher's hospital cen- 
??o other orp;anization m l o y s  more than 500, 

The chemical plant Renerates more than $400,09l, annually in 

Larpelv because of the chenical company, Swisher has the unusually high 
percentaqes of almost 47% employed in manufacturins and around 45% in pro- 
fessional magaperial. In a recent vear, Swisher had an unemployment rate of 
under 57, compared to the national average of over 7%. Both the household 
and the ner carita incomes were nearly .: $1,000 over both state and national 
averaEes. %er 60 percent of the households at that time had incomes between 
Sl5,OW and $24,399 (almost 5% had less than $9,999: almost 1"% between 
$10,000 and $11*,999; and arounc! 19% more than $25,000). 

m e  chemical Dlmt occupies over 1,530 acres of an aoproximately44,50r) 
acre site on the extreme southern edge of the town. This location is not far 
from the nuclear plant currently under construction. 
east corner of the hupe plant, where the actual chemical nroduction is carried 
out, are the buildings of the chemical/glass corporation. Amons danrerous 
chemicals nroduced are chlorine, various pesticides and herbicides, benzene 
products and different caustic sodas and solvents. South of this c q l e x  is 
a larFe buildin? owned by another chemical company but which has been vacant 
for several gears. 

Adjacent to the south- 
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Pithin the chemical complex alone, there are more than 8QO miles of 
roadway, 45 miles of railroad track and 46 miles of mostly underground pipe- 
line. Elsewhere in the town, there are an additional 125 miles of streets 
and the track lines of two major railroad companies. 
traffic into and frou the chemical complex both by rail and road, with par- 
ticularly heaw usage of those streets leading to the major north-south high- 
way in the state about two miles east of Swfsher, 

There is very heavy 

Community Disaster Vulnerability 

Durin? the past 20 years, Swisher has suffered two major disasters. A 
few years aeo, a chlorine release at the chemical plant injured several work- 
ers and forced the evacuation of homes in a nearby rural area. 
the wind shifted and kept the cloud away from the town. 
which paralyzed most of the midwest, also struck Swisher. 
5P to 60 mph winds, aporoximately one foot of snow, and temperatures which 
dro?ped from 40 deFrees F. to sub-zero in less than 24 hours. 
minimal, with two or three deaths conceivably being storm related, but a mas- 
sive recovery effort was necessitated. 

Fortunately, 
A recent blizzard, 

A storm produced 

Injuries Were 

There has been a history of tornado activity in the area around Swisher, 
but the cornunity has not directly experienced oner Yet, it ~lras clear from 
interview and other data that the single agent which most concerned public 
acrency disaster planners vas tornadoes. The worst case scenario visualized 
was that of a tornado which would hit both the town and the chemical plant 
causing a release of hazardous materials. 

The perception of public officials, as shown by their rankings on the 
disaster probability scale, is instructive. Tornado an4 blizzard tied as the 
most emected agents of disaster; the high rank of the latter oerhaps attri- 
butable to the recent experience (note that ice storm is ranked third). Other 
aeents were ranked in the followinF! order: chemical spill.; major frost: hail 
storm; a tie between electrical blackout and major auto pile-up; plane crash: 
and a ?-wav tie for ninth between toxic release, chemical plant ewlosion and 
river flood. 
toxic substance release is ranked relatively low. Possibly, the company's 
non-notable incident record prior to that tine has impressed itself on the 
officials. Public officials also indicated that they generally thought the 
booulation at-large was far more concerned with possible tornadoes than with 
a daverous incident at the chemical complex. 

It is interestinq that, despite the recent chlorine incident, 

Any systernatic comparison of the perceptions of officials from the pub- 
lic and private sectors is precluded by the presence of very few officials 
from the latter in the study. However, as is typical in such comparisons, 
the nrivate sector officials consistently assimed lower proba5ility scores 
to almost all disaster agents than did public officials. One exception was 
the slightly higher rating of a pipeline explosion by the private sector al- 
thouph even this higher ratinq is low relative to other aqents. In the con- 
text of interview remarks, chlorine was singled out as the most hazardous 
chemical. at the chemical plant, apvarently because of the larpe quantities 
of the substance which are handled. 
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-. Resources 

Local Resources 

As will be discussed later, there is a city-county disaster plan. A 
newly established office of emeraency services (OES) involves countv and city 
apencies, It has an office in the to1.m manned by one full-time person. 

The emergency operations center (EOC) is in the basement of the town hall. 
This buildinp: houses the offices of the county commissionerss the mayor, the 
sheriff * s delcrartnent and the police department, 
the office of emergency services and a few blocks from the central fire sta- 
tion. The ba.sernent also houses the dispatch center for the police and sher- 
iff's departments. 
becomes the communications center for the community. 
quipment allows the dispatcher to broadcast simultaneously to all radio cars 
in the county. 
all the $isaster-relevant organizations in the communitv. 

It is across the street from 

In the event of an emergency, the sheriff's debarment 
Recently purchased e- 

This center has either radio or telephone communications with 

The tom's police force has over 40 officers and per canita department 
The police force ratio of 1 officer per about 000 exnenditures of about $30. 

residents compares to the average of 1 officer per about 540 residents for 
tmms in the state with populations of 25,000 to 49,999. 
15 such to~ms have better police/resident ratios. Rather remarkably, Swisher 
is the only town of its size in the state whose department has a SWAT team 
and a special executive escort team. 
the usual police deoartment equipment of vehicles, communications equinment, 
etc. 

Under 10 of around 

However, the department''$ eauipment is 

The town's fire department has over 45 fire personnel (1 per over 800 
residents) and a per capita expenditure of around $28.00. The average number 
of fire debartment personnel in other totms in the state with populations be- 
tween 25,WO and 49,993 is one per about 935 residents. 
rankine in the top five for fire fighterslpopulation in these towns. The de- 
partment has foarn equipment and Scott air packs that could be used with ha- 
zardous naterials, as well as its oFm dispatch center which has a link with 
the chemical. cowany dispatcher, The county is served by several volunteer 
fire departments. Each one has Scott air packs and radio communications e- 
quinment that nrovides for communications with each other, with the town's 
fire department, with the hosoital's ambulances, and with the chemical plant. 
A seminar for both town and county fire personnel was conducted by the chem- 
ical company on identification of placards in transportation incidents. Sev- 
eral members of the volunteer fire departments are employed by the chernical 
companv and have some knowledee of chemicals. 

Swisher has a ratio 

Swisher's hospital center, with over 3.79 beds, is the only hospital in 
the county. It has around 70 physicians and surgeons and maintains depart- 
ments to handle almost any type of injury or illness. Examples include ra- 
diology, dentistry, ER, psychiatry aDd two chiropractic clinics. Nany of the 
physicians have offices in the medical center conveniently connected to the 
hosaital, The hospital has open communications' lines with the town's fire 
department and the ambulance service which it operates, This service has five 
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advanced life support vehhdes in three locations in the county, including a 
central location on the hospital center grounds. 
which all have EMT or paramedic status. 

It has over 15 personnel, 

Despite the community resources noted above, the greatest concentration 
of hazardous material-relevant resources is found at GEq Chemicals, Inc. The 
chemical cmpany has a disuatch center with direct communication links with 
the town's fire department, county volunteer fire department, t o m  police and 
sheriff's departments by radio or open-line. It also has in-plant communi- 
cations through both the plant-wide phone and walkie-talkie systems. 
chemical plant has a health and safety department of over 200 members. 
includes the f ollowfna: 

The 
This 

over 35 rnedical personnel, of which about 5 are full ?LD.'s, working 
with a fully-equipped infirmary and several ambulances (not advanced 
life support); 

a fire brigade of around SO =embers equipped with the most advanced 
chemical fighting equipment (chaical suits, Scott air Tacks, foam, 
etc.) and trained in dealing with hazardous materials; 

a security force of over 159 members: 

around 29 safety and loss prevention personnel who respond anywhere 
in the U.S. to incidents ranging from accidental poisoning to train 
derailments when company products are involved or others have re- 
quested assistance. 

Extracowunity %sources 

There is no large nass of emergency resources of personnel in nearby 
tams, and there appears to be no formal contact for disaster purposes between 
the local groups in Swisher and any other nearby local aroup outside the coun- 
ty. The state government is fairly actively involved in disaster preFaredness 
and attempts to encourage local. jurisdictions to take initiatives in the di- 
saster area. State government aqencies are prepared to act: in typical ways 
in case of local emergencies. During the recent chlorine release in Swisher, 
state police observers on the scene were in constant communication with rele- 
vant state officials to provide updated information on the situation. 

Both local emergency organizations and the chemical comnany are generally 
aware of state resources with respect to disasters. As a consequence of the 
company's concentration and expertise in this area, little attention is being 
paid to these outside resources. 
to obtain much information or to develop communication ties and contacts with 
extracommunity resources. 

There are and have been very few attempts 

There is also little interest in or involvement with potential private 
extracommunity resources. For example, there is an EMS Council for the part 
of: the state in which Swisher is located. 
help local communities purchase PIS resources and plan and execute community- 

This group exists primarily to 
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wide disaster drills. 
tatives to observe operations and rrovide assistance in obtaining resources 
fro- outside the community. 
munity disaster Flm-nincI and relatively few emergency personnel in Swisher 
seem to be even aware of its existence. 

fn an actual disaster the council would send represen- 

Eowever, the council is not include6 in the com- 

There are no nearby military bases in the §wisher arsa. About the only 
military forces ryhich could be quickly inobilized in a disaster response would 
be the local units of the state National Guard. 
sources which might be provided would be personnel and helicopters as well as 
four-wheel drive vehicles and radio comnication equipment. 
local guard units are not included in the disaster planning of any of the 
local Rroups, and. there appears to have been no contact between civilian and 
military authorities about the possible use of the military in a disaster in 
or around Swisher. 

The primarily tangi5le re- 

Rowever, the 

History of Disaster Planning 

There have been two very distinct phases in community disaster planning 
in Svisher: the second is a direct result of the recent chlorine release at 
the plant. 
which -7as not applied tnlth much viqor. 

Until that time, plaming existed more or less as a formality 

At the state level, one aqency evolved from a Vorld ?Jar I1 civil defense 
office and has responsibility for preparedness for a very wi8e variety of 
mass emeryencies ranp,inp. from natural disasters to riot situations. Relative- 
ly recently, the state agency prepared a master disaster plan which local corn- 
miinities had the o9tion of usinF as 8 model for their otm plans. 
were then submitted, and resubmitted if necessary, until they received the 
approva.1 of the state disaster coordinator in the various repions of the 
state 

Local ~lans 

Under state law, it is necessary to have an approved community-wide di- 
As a re- 

Yowever, much of 
saster ol= in order to qualify for federal disaster relief funds. 
sult, Svisher did have a disaster plan in the first phase. 
the responsibility for preparinq, updating and reviewing the plan and coordi- 
natin:: the disaster response fell on the local civil defense director (now 
the director of the office of emergency services). In Swisher, this was a 
part-time positioll often filled hy retirees. 
turnover in this oosition during the 1960s and early lP7ns. 
held the Fosftion for only one year at a tine. 
tle, and the disaster plan became outdatet! and in many regards existed on 
Paver only. 
paid it some lip service, but disrecarded it and acted on the basis of rou- 
tine oatterns. 

Swisher also suffered a rapid 
m."any directors 

The office accomplished lit- 

People in disaster-relevant organizations knew of its existence, 

There was as well a community-wide belief that "come what nay, the com- 
pany can handle it," even apart from an acute chemical threat. This belief 
vas oartly based on the awareness that the chemical plant, although massive, 
had not m e r  had a toxic substance release that affected the community. In 
addition, it seemed to local observers that the company obvrously possessed 
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superior resources, expertise, personnel and planning. Thus, overall disas- 
ter preparedness within the cornunity was largely passive, especially with re- 
m r d  to coordination and information flow. 

The recent chlorine release ushered in a new phase of planning. As al- 
ready mentioned, this cloud produced several injuries and ferced an evacua- 
tion. 
plan, which was completely rewritten. The immediate impetus for chanTe ~7as 
the public asencies' criticisms that there was a lack of infornatlon and co- 
operation from the company durinff this event. 
ments that there was a lack of notification of the release, lack of guidance 
on how to deal with it, and insufficient information Drovided during the 
course of the event. 
larly critical. 

It also indirectly produced the modification of the community disaster 

These criticisrs included com- 

The sheriff's department and the hospital were particu- 

It was decicied that there shoulc' be a meeting between company represen- 
tatives an? the heads of the major response agencies (office of emergency 
services, nolice department, sheriff's department, the town fire department, 
Red Cross, the township volunteer fire department and tbe ambulance services) 
to reviev ~-7har happened and suggest possible inprovements. 
called by the director of emercency services, largely at the insistence of 
the chemical cmnany, and was held one month after the event. 
were discussed, and it was decided that each azency would make suggestions 
€or chznws. 
press was invited since it had also been involved with the problem. m i s  
neetinrr was very fruitful and produced a list of sugqestions which were for- 
war8.ed to the coiintv board of comissioners. 

A meeting was 

The problems 

4 second critique session vas held six weeks later, and the 

It was reconmendec! that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

5. 

"?wee:-six rtortahle ?hone 3acks for new phones with unlisted numbers 
be installed in the EOC for outside comwmication: 

Tenote sneakers be installed (where agency leaders are stationed) irL 
tIre FOG to allow contact with the dispatch center. There is already 
an intercom system, but remote speakers would facilitate fnformation 
flow re?ardinp: the council.: 

A mobile communications can be purchased to serve as an E X ,  since 
railroad tracks Pass Imediately behind the current EOC and would 
endancer it in the case of a derailment; 

P_ Dress room be established. to keep the media from interferinp with 
the R9C: 

Overhead equipment be purchased to provide a detailed map of the 
countv : 

L helicopter be purchase8 for the sheriff's department to use for 
meraencg transport . 

Also, the chemical conpany made an agreement to send an environmentalist 
to the W C  ir, the event of a release; this person would have communications 
with an environmentalist in the field. The company also agree3 to send a 
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security agent and a nublic relations agent to assist in dealing with the 
press. 

Finally, it had been agreed that the group would meet again. Although 
the last meeting took place in October, the next meeting was not held until 
May, partially because of a health leave by the director of the office of 
emerRencv services. 
the neetings and called this ueeting himself. 
was drawn into the rneetings and the emphasis shifted to locatina and listinq 
resources and to matching resources with contacts who could authorize their 
allocation. Besides the above organizations, this listing in its purviepr 
included t o m  and county contractors, the state department of natural re- 
sources, aac? the state department of health. ("his had already been done for 
school buses. 1 
the lists. 
cation form would be provided to volunteers allowed in the disaster area. 

The sheriff vas particularly interested in continuing 
At this point, the hospital 

The sheriff's department took responsibility for preparinR 
At the meeting, it was also decided that some type of identifi- 

This group took the name "Emergency Committee': and blanned on having 
monthly meetings. 
the format to be used in preDaring disaster plans. 
fice of emerpencv services becan incorporating the output of the cornittee 
into the new disaster plan. 

Also around this time, the state disaster agency changed 
The director of the of- 

Current Status of Disaster Planning 

Because of the current rewriting of the cornunity disaster plan, which 
had not in its original form been rigorously applied, there is considerable 
anbiquity in the oraanizations' perceptions of disaster-relevant tasks for 
themselves and others. 
apes are based on the consensus of the respondents, with extre weight given 
to those most centrally involved in planning and responding to the recent 
chlorine release. 
role in preoaredness for chemical incidents: 
ememency services (OES), the county sheriff's department and the chemical 
companv. 
overall grasp of the community's organizational response network. 
office of emergency services completes the new disaster plan and list of com- 
munity resources, it ~ d l l  probably emerge as the most knowledgeable about 
comunity response snd assme the position of leadership 3.n comunity plan- 
ning which the other two organizations explicitly expect of it. 

Generalizations about organizational tasks and link- 

There are three organizations which clearly have the major 
the town, county office of 

The sheriff's department and the chemical company have the best 
Vhen the 

Althoucrh the state disaster aRency has responsibility for approving lo- 
cal disaster plans, the department officer admitted that he had not given at- 
tention to the planning and task responsibilities in Swisher because he was 
concerned with many other communities whose planning was much worse than 
Swisher ' s . 

Yost of the other local organizations understood planning and. task as- 
simments only to the degree in which their own operations vere affected. 
This was the source of much task ambiguity since they defined themselves as 
playing larger roles in their main activtty areas than was perceived by 
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others. 
itself to be more involved in the primary response than it is. 
was the ambulance company, which had an unusually clear perception of the 
overall response network for an organization which was not one of the primary 
planners. 

This was particularly true of the police department, which considered 
An exception 

As indicated above, the major disaster-relevant task of the OES is the 
rewriting of the disaster plan. 
is to see that necessary contacts are made. Though much of the actual con- 
tactinq will be done by the sheriff's department, the decisions regarding con- 
tacts are part of the role of coordination. Much of the coordinating will be 
done by the director of the OES, although the sheriff, the fire chief and the 
police chief will also play important roles. 

Durinp, an actual disaster, its primary role 

Many of the sheriff's department's tasks have already been touched on in 
one way or another. Basically, these include operating the EOC communication 
center, backing up other agencies in whatever way it can, and aiding in the 
coordination of the response. With the only possible exception of the chemi- 
cal company, this department has the most diverse and encompassing tasks of 
the organizations involved. Because it is the designated communications cen- 
ter, its linkages include more emergency-relevant organizations than any but 
the OES. 

The chemical company does very extensive planninp and is probably the 
most Iauwledgeable organization involved with chemical thretits. The corporate 
headquarters provides some guidance for planning and encourages consistency 
in its plant network, hut it does allow plant autonomy in tfie writing ofplans. 
Like other plants in the corporation, the plant in StJisher has a "unit plan" 
(i.e.9 emerRency plan) intended to cover all contingencies: type of accident- 
explosion; gradual leak; etc.-and amount involved on every product made. There 
is also a plant-wide emergency plan. The primary responsibility for respond- 
ing to and containing a release lies in the area of the plant in which it oc- 
curs. 
activities. 
patcher on the in-plant ?hone system. As a back-up, there is also walkie- 
talkie communication throughout the plant which is monitored by the super- 
visor. Furthermore, the plant emergency manager and emergency coordinator are 
on-call for thls eventuality. 

The supervisor and employees in that area have been trained for these 
If more resources are needed, the supervisor calls the plant dis-. 

If comunity assistance is needed, the cowany dispatcher will make the 
necessary connections. Because the company fire brigade routinely backs up 
the t a m  fire department and vice versa, there is direct radio communication 
between the dispatchers. They are in almost daily contact so this link is 
well established. 
and open telephone lines between the company dispatcher and the police and 
sheriff's departments. Again, contact here is almost daily, though not as of- 
ten as with the fire department. Another community link is with the office of 
emergency services, which is, however, mostly limited to the monthly emergency 
committee meetings. 

There is a similar arrangement for security, with direct 

Outside the comunity, the company has many contacts in the chemical and 
transportation industries. Rowever, the company probably possesses as much 
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exaertise in this single plant as any information source elsewhere. 
althoueh it does not fpnore outside agencies, the company tends to view it- 
self as self-sufficient. Similarly, the local disaster-relevant or3anizations 
are aware of such infomation sources as CHBITREC, but they are clearly will- 
ing; to relv on the expertise at the local chemical company. 

Thus, 

The safety su?ervisor and his assistant coordinate with and assess the 
preparedness of eac5 production unit in writing the unit plans which must be 
updated annually. 
timing of these drills is staqgered throughout the year so that the safety 
supervisor can observe and critique them. There are also two or three major 
plant-wide drills per year. As a result, there are three or four drills per 
week occurring throu2hout the plant. Powever, the company does not partici- 
pate in disaster drills with connnunity organizations. 

Each demirtment must have one disaster drill per Year; the 

It cannot be over-emphasized how self-sufficient the company regards j.t- 
self, or how deDendent the community organizations are on them for informa- 
tion, resources and Dersonnel. Of course, as already mentioned, these con- , 

centions and axranqements produced the problems in the response to the recent 
chlorine release. Community dependence on the plant is so profound that la- 
cal plannfnn for toxic materials begins with what the conpany can do for the 
comunitv and then proceeds to inquire, after the company has done all it can, 
what do ve do? 

The major tasks of the local police department are traffic control and 
Both by comon consensus and in the newly security within the town limits. 

formulated plans, security in the affected area would also be a primary task 
of the Dolice department in the event of an evacuation andlor quarantine. 
ditionally, police would assist the fire department and/or the sheriff's de- 
partment in both warning residents and evacuation, if necessary. The depart- 
ment would also establish a pass system jointly with the sheriff's department. 
For all of these tasks, the major coor4inative links are with the 'office of 
emergency services and the sheriff's department. According? to the new plan, 
the police would be one of the first public organizations contacted by the 
comDang dispatcher if there is an in-plant: event likely to affect the cornu- 
nity. 

Ad- 

The department, as well, has an internal written disaster plan, to be 
initiated by the hiqhest ranking officer on duty at the time. The major pro- 
visions call for mobilization of the departments, contacts that must be made, 
and general guidelines on distribution of personnel to meet its responsibili- 
ties. (The plan "7as put into effect during the recent chlorine release). The 
police have their o m  dispatch center located down a short hall from the cen- 
tral disoatch center in the sheriff's department. 
direct, open telephone line with the chemical plant. 

The department also has a 

The to1.m Eire department's major task is to fight fires; however, the 
fire chief also has the legal authority to order an evacuation. 
in evacuation procedures and in search-and-rescue would be provided by the 
police departxent, and the sheriff's department personnel may Rive emergency 
first-aid on the scene. All of the above either are or will be incorporated 
into the new plans. 

Assistance 
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The fire dmartment'a lir_k vith the chemical c0npm-Y is more hishlv co- 
ordineted than that bety.Teen tlie cawany and the other cornunity orcanizri- 
tions, 
sists t5e locd- fire denartnlent sith fires in toxm, and Svisher assists t h  
company brirta'e wit5 fires withfn the plant. Thus? nattems of coordination 
h m e  become routine t%rough actual practice. ?h the case of a c5emical. re- 
lease in SwLsher: t?:~  to^ fire 8epartment wj.l?! rlepend upon the &mica1 
mill traip-inp: an8 evTerience of com?any Teraonnel. 
cation of the aprtt irivolvec?. The t o m  fire deaartment's role in this case 
vould he hnsins dotm the snill %rea once it is demed safe. There is a d.i- 
rect radio cmuEications Lir?'.: between t?.e company dispatckrs an4 the fire 
departmect , 

Zt has hecome estahlisfaecl procedure that the cormany fire briSade as- 

This incl-udes identifi- 

It shculd %e note6 that the fire denartnent's tasks and lidrapes are 
centered around the iv.ec?iate requireqents derivin? f ron fires. "andlinq 
siich tash reauires less dependence OE external assistance than tns?:s handled 
by other oro2nizations (e.?., the sheriff's decaxment must coordinate with 
nmv ormnimtions in disaster situations). "houtrh the department's function 
is of ?reat: importance, its ideoen?ent operation in controlling one nrimarv 
task ten& to remire a lesser role in Dlsnninq than its function mu16 imply. 

The flre department has a written disaster plan. 
Pat~ever, only at the time of the 9FC visit vas a section on hazarzous ?later- 
ials beiny: written. 

It is relatively brief. 

The area volunteer fire .?epartmnts have an -'unmitten workinn iibree- 
nent" on Tutual. aid (as *.?ell a3 an open phone line) with the comnmv. 
are to he contacted hv either the town oolice or fire departments zs neer'ed. 

They 

The tt~o major tash of the hospital center, the only one in the county, 
are care of t5p_ injured and triane, 
lice and firc departnlents by means of an onen telephone line. %e state 70- 
lice are also on t?e bospital's disaster call-un list. In terns of disaster 
meoaredness, one notable veek linhqe is vith tho, chemical companv. As not- 
ed, there vas a comunlcation wobler! durins the recem chlorine release. In 
addition, it vas nc?-rticnec! t?at the company r?edical staff is reluctant to PS- 
sist at the hos?i+_2le 

Its ;na?or lidq.aPes are viith the t o m  PO- 

This problem has not been resolved, 

Althouoh the kosndtal is include3 in the comunity-wide nlmzino, the 
rnast relevazt n?-a~nin~ for the hosnital is its own disaster plan. Since corn- 
muniry alzmers are ~?.TiZlino to allow the hospital to so its separate way, the 
has-ital's slan covers both internal and external disasters znd applies to 
any tyoe of disaster went. The hospital holds its own disaster drills everv 
six months and oarticiyates in the comunitg-vide drills conducted annually 
by the P4Q council of tfie eastern part of the state. 
are for natural disaster acents thou?% plane cras5es h2ve been incl.uded. 

These drills usually 

Tkre mbulmce service is operated. hy the hospital and is include& in the 
hospital's disaster ?Ian. This service covers tfie entire county. Rlthouyh 
it is a  art of t%e hosnital, t%e ServicC's najor external link is with the 
sheriff's deparment. ( m e  routine handlingof traffic accidents i s t k  basis 
for its actions $2 a disaster.) Its major taskisthe transportation of vic- 
tims alth.ou@\ a?.?. of its members have PT or paramedic status. %der state 
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law, the individual with the hiehest emergency medical training (in any med- 
ical emergency) is in charce of on-scene operations as long as the injured 
remain there. This generally is the ambulance service personnel. Ambulance 
service personnel could become involved in the handling of radioactive mate- 
rials in conjunction with the hospital's radiology department as outlined in 
the hospital's disaster plan. 

The major tasks of the Red Cross are providing food, clothinp;, shelter, 
and first aid treatment. The Red Cross would also work with the town police 
and sheriff departments in compiling lists of missing persons. It has orqa- 
nizational linkages with all the community disaster-relevant orqanizations al- 
though in the case of a disaster it would most likely be notified by the fire 
department. It has a written disaster plan based on national ?ed Cross guide- 
lines. 
eastern part of the state. 

The R.ed Cross also participates in the ENS council drills for the 

Other organizations included in the current disaster planning are the 
department of public works, the road commission, the department of water, the 
health department, the social services office, local CB organizations, and 
the central state lamateur Repeaters Association (AM). The plan lists their 
resources, services and contacts. Of the organizations, the ARh is the most 
notable because it has an emergency coordinator and call-up list for use in 
the event of a major disaster. This organization was very active in the re- 
sponse to the recent blizzard. 

The U.S. Treather Service, is not involved in disaster planning in Swisher 
In case of an in- and was not involved in the recent chlorine spfll response, 

pendinp tornado, it would broadcast warnings over the weather radio and the 
weather wire service. Except for this connection, none of the mass media or- 
eanizations in Swisher are involved in any way with comunity disaster plan- 
nine. 

Althouvh the railroads have their own disaster plans, these have not been 
integrated with other local community disaster planninq. In fact, there does 
not apear to have been any recent communication or contact between the rail- 
roads and local groups about this matter. Also, none of the numerous truck- 
ing concerns involved in the transporting of materials and goods to and from 
the chemical company seem to have any connection whatsoever with local disas- 
ter olanning. 

General Observations and Implications 

Overall, Swisher is poorly prepared for disaster in general. Even if all 
plans are written as projected, the community will not be vel1 prenared for 
the full spectrun of potential hazards. The town is in a much better position 
with respect: to an acute chemical threat since GEM Chemicals has an excellent 
internal disaster plan. Iiowever, the present relationship between the cornu- 
nity emergency organizations and the chemical plant is not that %good with re- 
spect to planning for a chemical threat to the town. Thus, if an acute chem- 
ical emergency were to extend beyond the plant and company boundaries, there 
would undoubtedlv be serious difficulties and broblems in respondinq. 
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Certain factors in Swisher have been very influential in creatine the 
current state of overall and chemical disaster planniny in the community. 
Some of these factors are historical and have had a direct effect. Others 
have to do with the dominance of the chemical industry in the area, with the 
effects being more indirect. 

Insofar as overall community disaster planning is concerned, major focus 
is on particular natural disaster agents such as blizzards and tornadoes. 
Disaster-relevant town organizations and officials believe these are the po- 
tential disasters which may threaten the community. 
most likely to occur because there have been threats of this nature in the 
recent past. The general impression is that if these historical incidems 
had not occurred, al-ost no community disaster preparedness wouXd have been 
undertaken. 

These are perceived as 

Put this stance has also been indirectly reinforced by the dominance of 
the chemical company in the community life. 
pany town as that term is usually understood, but it leans in that direction. 
The toFm is penerally dependent upon GEP? Chemicals for its well being; it is 
similarly dependent upon it in regard to disaster preparedness. The blizzard 
and the tornado nudged the community a bit towards independent and overall 
Dlanninp, but there is still an implicit belief that when all is said and 
done and if worst comes to worst, the company will be able to help the com- 
munity irrespecttve of the disaster, 

Swisher is not strictly a com- 

Tbe dominance of the company also accounts fox an almost hands-off com- 
munity policy with respect to the possibility of an acute chemical emergency 
threatening, the town. In Swisher, as elsewhere, the local chemical industry 
may be well prepared to handle plant emergencies within its confines. 
elsewhere, little consideration has been qiven to the coordinated plant-town 
weparations and responses necessary for a threat which might go beyond the 
plant ?ate. Although the recent chlorine release episode also stirred the 
emergency organizations in Swisher to do some planning if the community were 
threatened by an initlal in-plant emergency, the preparedness steps taken so 
far are rather minimal. 

But as 

The future apnears to be not much different from the past. 
be improvement in some disaster planning inSwisher and in plant-tom linkaaes, 
but the role of the chemical company will not be any less important. In fact, 
G M  Chemicals may become even more influential in disaster planninq. For ex- 
ample, future nlans by the company include the installation of a new computer 
and terminal in the plant's dispatch office which will perform two tasks. 
One function will be identifying fire hazard and evacuation areas from infor- 
mation on chemicals involved, amount released, and wind speed. The informa- 
tion obtained will be forwarded to public officials. 
be locating resources available and possible contacts from complete lists 
which will be stored in this computer. 

There may 

Another function will 

All this will strengthen the link between the public and the private 
sector in Swisher with regard to preparing for and respondins to acute chem- 
ical emergencies. 
chemical company for chemical disaster safety and security, and it does . 

But it will leave the town even more denendent upon the 
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nothinp at all €or disaster planninrz: for non-chemical kinds of disaster agents. 
Little incentive is provided to the local emergency organizations to do their 
own independent plannine or to concern themselves wtth the full spectrum of 
disaster hazards. 
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DISASTER PREPAREDHESS IM THE CITY OF GABOR 

In this chapter, the city of Gabor is described and analyzed. It is an 
intermediate-sized community on the lower side of the 100,300 population 
range. 
a range of industrial and other work activities but include a concentration 
of chemical plants within or around their corporate boundaries. 

Along many lines, Gabor is typical of American communities which have 

Community Characteristics 

The city of Gabor is near the geographic center of the state. 
at the junction of the Red and Grand Rivers, this region is characterized by 
semimountainous terrain. The Red River winds through this terrain in an east- 
west direction and is the site of most of the area's industrial plants. The 
valley contains abundant deposits of coal, timber, salt, oil, water, natural 
,pas, clays and silica sands which make it an ideal location for chemical man- 
ufacturing. 

Located 

The Gabor Standard lletropolitan Statistical Area (SIZSA) occupies more 
than 1,200 square miles of land, spreading horizontally across the northern 
bank of the Red River. The city is located in the center of the industrial 
belt which extends for approximately 30 miles alonp, both sides of the river. 
The semimountainous character of the surrounding area makes the dispersion of 
industrial emissions difficult and, thus, causes Gabor to have sudden tem- 
perature inversions, heavy precipitation and afr po.llution problems. 

Gabor is one of the biggest cities in the stare. However, in recent 
years, the city has not been growing; in fact, the present day population is 
less than that recorded by the 1970 census. 

The 1975 poDulation of Xadison County in which Gabor is located vas over 
a quarter million. It should be noted that an extremely small segment of the 
city also extends into IJashington County. 
over 2,500 persons par square mile, is over ten times that of the county as a 
whole. 

The city's population density, 

Cabor and the reminder of the county also differ in terns of the racial 
and age distributions of their respective populations. 
the city's residents are non-white (predominantly native blacks) as opposed 
to only half that number in the entire county. 
the city is older and better educated than that of the county. 

>fore than a tenth of 

In general, the population of 

The major responsibility for the operation of the Ffadison County povern- 
ment rests with a three-member commission, with other elected officials serv- 
ing as assessor sheriff, prosecutina attorney and circuit court fudges. 
three commissioners, as well as Gabor's mayor, are members of one of the major 
political parties. Vhile the state in national elections has traditionally 
voted for that party and the state legislaturo is dominated by that same 

All 
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political party, the governorship in recent times has been occupied by poli- 
ticians from both major narties, Yany of the state legislators are wealthy 
in4ustrialists--indeed, one half of thex are repute8 to be millionaires and a 
fev are emrironmentalists. A pro-industry climate was perhaos reflected in 
a recent nubernatorial election when a candidate runninr: on a specific pro- 
ecology platform was sou~ldly heaten, althouzh before and afterrtards this per- 
son was otslenvise successful in ainninq statewide offices. 
the big business ideoloKy upon the political. life of the state is narticul.arly 
pronounced in hiahly industrial areas such as Hadison County. 

The influence of 

Cabor is characterizec! by a multi-faceted economic base. The area's nost 
renowned enterprises, the minim and cheTicsl industries, actually account for 
a relatively sm11 nortion of the total economic activity. The sector q l o v -  
in? the laryest number of persons is wholesale and retail tra?e vhich has a- 
bout a fifth of all the labor force. Next is manufacturing, with a somevbat 
lower DercentaPe of all employed persons working in industrial nlmts throueh- 
out the valley. Although chemical manufacturing dominates this sector, metal 
fabrication, machinery and glass production are well represented. 
of every six nersons working Is irr qovernment since the city is the locale of 
a number of state ayencies. 

About one 

Gabor has a desirable location in terns of its proximity of major uar- 
ket areas and population centers. 
with the cleveloment of three msjor imerstate highway networks which converpe 
in the city's area. Also, early in the lQ7Qs, the city's airnort was offi- 
ciallg desimated as a "Port of %try" by the U.S. Customs Bureau, enablina 
the region to receive direct shipments from abroad. Similarly, vaterborne 
c m e r c e  is extensive, the P.ed River basin bein- a major river system in the 
country. Cmo4itLes transported on the river include coal and coke (c. "5T)* 
sand and *ravel (c. 9TX); oil apd ?as (c. 102); and iron, steel an8 miscella- 
ueous products (c. 307;). In addition, two of the major rail system service 
the manufacturfnv and mining onerations in the area. 

These msrrkets are becoming more accessible 

The city, as measured by a number of criteria, is relatively well off. 
In mid-1977, its unemloynent rate  as less than that of the state as a whole 
and only 637 of the national rate. Gabor and 'Cladison County also comnared 
favorably with the rest of the state with respect to per capita income. 
1975, Gabor's W S A  per capita income rated hiphest of all the metropolitan 
areas in the state, and "adison County, with approximately the same per canita 
income, also led. all counties in the state. Althouph this state-as a whole 
rated considerably lower than the national averaqe of $5,903, the fipures for 
Gabor and "ladison Countv exceeded. this rate. 

In 

The area surroundina this city contafns one of the nation's larqest con- 
Thirty plants are located viithin a centrations of basic chemical production. 

30-mile area almp the Red River. 
agricultural and chemical products such as amonia, antifreeze, chlorine and 
its derivatives, plasticizers, polyethylene, rayon fiber, solvents and vinyl. 
Of the nearly 20,W'I employed in manufacturinc in the region, approxhately 
17,OW are involved with the chemical industry. The four major employers are 
amom the top companies in the TTnited States vhose annual sales of chemical 
DrOduCts total nore than a billion dollars Yearly. 

The principal products of the area are 

These four cwanies alone 
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have six plants and other facilities in the area, with the nunher of employ- 
ees rand-w Cron about <5:3 to 5,nQQ. 
chenical industry irt 1973. totaled anproximate1.y one and a %alf billion dol- 
lars. 

value of shiprnents for the local 

Three m.a!or clusters of chemical est.zblis?-wnts (two or more adjacent 
plants) ccin be fkitifiecl ir. the industrial 33-lrlile stretch of the Red f.iver. 
In the extreme vestem part of !*a'ailison Cou~ty anr! extendinp: into T?ashin?ton 
County, fotir plants, including t'ro zz-jor plantsI are located within a two- 
square mflc area, All four of the?.? are close to residential and comercial 
areas. Pnother cluster, located on the south side of the river from Cabor, 
is comprised of trro m j a r  fzcilities wit5in ? , O W  feet of one another. 
establishents are adjacent: to resifientAa1 and commercial areasp as vel1 as 
major auto routes. The third major cluster, in the erqtern extremity of the 
industrial belt, consists of two nlmts (one major an<? the other medim-size?) 
which are heside one mother. 
lated arms, they are ac?jacent to a major interstate hi7h~rsV. 

These 

hlthourzh these p!.m.ts are remcved from popu- 

The mans of trarrsportntim nost often use? for handling hazardous COP- 
nodities in the .?.rea ?.re r o d  and rail. 3oad transportation. is hecomirw in- 
creasin*?.y nore -o?u?.er due to its Treater soeei! and better safetv record. 
The construction of the new interstate systems throuph Cabor i.5 said to have 
reduce6 the hamrd. of truck transportation. Fop.erly, a11 tcsr,': trrtcks pass- 
izly throw': the ;?rea vere forced to travel into Gabor's do;.mtovn area vhich 
increaser! traffic ccnnestion, the mmber of accidents and the nmber of citi- 
zens ex~osec! to Votential danoer. 

Cornunity Disaster Vulnerability 

Tbe seneral regior? is hiphly suscebtible to both natural. an:! technolopi- 
cal, disasters. 
years. Over 20 years 240, an explosion, fire an2 ensuiar, release of toxic 
?as leveler? a ~ o o d  ?art of a chemical Dlant ?ror?.ucinc nmerous fatalities. 
In the early sixties, flash floodinq produced R ~ S S  casualties. ApxoxiTate- 
ly ten ye3rs a m ,  an explosion and fire at a comany storaye rienot resulted 
in a nassive cF.lorine release, necessitatina large-scale evacuation of resi- 
5.ents livin- In the southern Dart of the city. 
storm resulted. in a statevide emerrrency, 2nd severe spring floodiny followed. 
Tinese four inci8ents reflect the rance of thrmts to which the area €s p8.r- 
ticularlv exposed. Incidents of s m e  mamitude invo1vin.q hazardous materials 
and f!-oodin? occizr freouently: the former on a teoular basis and t?e latter 
seasonally. 

Four lame-scale disasters have occurred over the past 20 

A few years w o ,  a 2ajar snow- 

The oetceptions of our responc'ents concernin.: the hazards to vhich Cabor 
is most esmosd are. closely relater! to the zrea's djsaster e::oerier?ce. AS 
Table 111-1 inZ.fc,tes, a chemical contmj-nation or spill is ranked first 
base8 on a 1 to 5 scale. men, in descenc?ino order, f011057 a mador chemic71 
Tlant explosion, a sudden toxic releasc: 
freeze (eouallg exoected) , a aajor industrial aplosion other t'lan a chemical 
alant em1osion, a WAzzard and a massive automobile wreck (equallv emecteJ), 
miter pollutiori znr! R nine disaster (equally expected) and, finally, a river 
f looc:;. 

a flash flood and a major frost/ 
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The data also inr?ictrtes that the public sector invsriably disolayec!hiq% 
er DrOhability across the board for disasters than private industry. 
ficures based on a small sample of respondents frog the orivate sector nape 
the ratincrs of this small number of people more susceptible to extreme rat- 
ims. ~Totvithstm6in~ this obsexvation, certain other patterzs are also evi- 
dent from t% d.%tc?. "he rmoe of scores for the rwblic sector vas much nar- 
rower than for tlle nrivate sector (ranp;ino onlv from 3.5.7 to 4.59 comared 
to 1.59 to 2.25 exceTt for a 4 rztins for a c\emical .mill). Tfie videst dis- 
parities Setween the ratinqs of public and nrivate Industrial sector respon- 
derrts occurs for incidents not involvinc cherlcal hazards, i.e., riverfloorls, 
massive automobile vrecks , miEe disasters an? non-cheqical emlosirms . That 
is, officials from the nu%lic sector see these c'ieasters as Ear nore lihelv9 
often in the ma-nitude of two or more, t h m  80 icdividuals from the nrivate 
sector. There is onlv a sliphtly hisfier correletion between the nuhlic and 
private sector in tbeir perceptions of the proSPhilitr of chemical. nlant ex- 
plosion and sud.den toxic sxbstmce release threats. Overall, respondents 
from the nublic aeencies have a relatively condsstent awareness of all foms 
of threat e vb?reas , respondents from the industrial sector, 57hiIe sonewhat 
mora sensitive to 5azards nosed by cliemical substances, have a very  lot^ level 
of threat expectation outside the chmical area. 

"he 

Althouoh ttie r'.ata is such as to reaulre aiialitative analysis? resnon- 
dents fro= c3emical plants Fenerally provided ?ilrlner Frobabilitv ratinys than 
bersolrnel from truckin9 comanies huliny chenicals. There is also some evi- 
dence that chemical company oersonnel are more conscious of the bzsrds nosed 
b-7 Dlant facilities: vhereas, the trmsporters are nore aware of the threats 
nosed. by the transportation of rfm-erous chemical substances. 

Overall, accorflinq to objective criteria, actual emerierce an6 the 
judprnent of our respondents, chemical incidents constitute the ~reatest threat 
in the Gahor area. 
transnortee in the area zre not only present in high volume hut in such c!i- 
verse form as to nrohce a M s h  deEree of vulzlerability. 
fered several major cSemical disasters, E nmber of smaller im-f?ents, and 
even more threats. There is cencral. consensus an aercevtions of cbcmical 
threats 1,s the more likely cmunity danyers in the future. 

The '?azardous chenicals used, nanufactured, stored and 

The are3 has suf- 

TA3LE 1x1-! 
fT= 1 

m :rt~l?4ean Batinp ?ublic Tector Private Sector 
Chemical Contami- 
nation or %ill. 
Chemical plant Fx- 
p lo 6 ion 
Toxic Release 
Flash Plooc! 
Frost/Freeze 
Other ?lar,t ?c- 
nlosion 
Auto TTrec!: 
Clizzard 
Mine ?isaster 
Vater ?olLution 
River Flood 

4.3s 

3.89 
3.33 
3.78 
3.713 

3.50 
3.44 
3.t4 
3.33 
3.33 
3.28 

. .  I .  

2s 

4.50 

4,2a 
4.21 
4.21 
4.09 

4.29 
3.93 
3.5c 
3.79 
3.50 
3.7n 

4.m 

2.25 
2.25 
2.25 
3. no 
2.25 
1.75 
3.25 
1.75 
2.75 
1.50 



Resources 

Local Resources 

Vost community resources are mentioned in the county's emerEency ser- 
vices aqency's (ESA) disaster ooerations' plan, a copy of which is available 
to all county emereency-relevant aRencies. In addition, the mutual aid 
council (VAC) has issued a list of resources possessed by its membership. 

In terms of emerfzency communications, the emereency broadcast service 
(PS) outlet, radio station WAVE, has primary responsibility for broadcastina 
warnings and public infornation. These warninps may originate from all three 
levels of government, the Pationrrl Beather Service, the industrial plants, 
lav enforcement officials and so on. 
cations system linkin3 the station with the local weather bureau and the 
qovernor's office. 
send recorded messages to the radio station, which are then played on the 
air. 
weather bureau. In addition, tfiirteen of these plants onerate a separate 
hotline to expedite emergency resource sharing. 

Yore importantly, there is a comuni- 

Eoth of these orr,mizations can activate the system and 

The industrial Plants also have access to this system through the 

An emergency oDerations center (EOC) has been established in Gabor and 
would be staffed by representatives of all sectors with emerEency-relevant 
responsibilities. 
publicly owned communications equipment in the region; information relatinp 
to radioloqical and shelter oneratfons: area hospitals, ambulance services, 
medical personnel, medical and pharmaceutical suppliers:, and local mass 
tranmorters (public, orivate and military). 

Pre-positioned at the EOC is a list of privately aEd 

The county contains 5 municipal and 28 volunteer fire departments, as 
we11 as numerous industrial fire hripades. 
mssess basic fire fishtin8 and light rescue vehicles, as well as radiolog- 
ical, ~,7arnin~, and communications equipment. 
some foam for industrial fires. The city has one fireman per approximately 
4fM residents. 
capita, Rivinr the city 4Obt5 rank in the state. Gabor has one police officer 
ner approximately 361) residents, with per capita department expenditures 
of about $45.fiQ, placing the city 51sr &SI the state. The police have no 
snecialized merpency equipment other than that used to conduct their routine 
lap7 enforcement operations, i.e., motor vehicles, communications equipment, 
etc. 

The municipal departments 

Gabor's fire department possesses 

Fire department expenditures amount to about $35.09 per 

rix hospitals arc located in Cabor and nine in the county as a v3ole. 
Cabor has 3.W 3ospital beds per l,flQD residents. 
ambulance service with 28 paramedics and 8 EKT's. 

The city also has a public 

"ith respect to welfare services, the county plan conteins a camprehen- 
sive list of private and public asencies that would be involved in the 
assessment and fulfillment of population needs. 
state department of welfare and the local Red Cross chapter pI.aces personnel 
of the former at the disposal of the latter in an emerRency situation. In 

An agreement between the 
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the event that mass evacuation would even be required, rovernment-owned 
vehicles and those of the regional transportation authority would be the 
principal resources used. 

W t h  respect to radiological threats, the ESA has designate6 personnel 
trained and equipped to monitor and analyze radiological material, as well 
as to control radiation exposure and to direct decontamination mocedures. 

Specialized resources to counteract threats posed bv hazardous chemicals 
are almost exclusively possessed by the industrial sector. According to the 
orpanizetions' charter, each member of the MAC is expected to possess suffi- 
cient resources to deal with its own particular hazards. Beyond this, a list 
of members' resources are circulated to all participants. These inclur?e 
communications equimnent; medical resources (emergency motor vehicles, - 
stretchers, and medical supplies) : respiratory protective equipment (Scott 
air nacka, cylinders, respirators, gas masks, etc.): fire fighting equipment 
(suits, portable extinguishers, foams, hoses, nozzles, truck, fire briaades) ; 
marine equionent: and heavy mobile equipment. 

Extra Community Resources 

The state povernment has been extremely active in assistinp community 
disaster nlanners. 
formulated by a state government task force. 
responsibilities of federal, state and local agencies, as vel1 as military 
groups operating in the stare in almost all conceivable types of emexxency 
situations. Also, for each type of emergency, the resources of the relevant 
aFencies, call lists and task checklists are provided. 

Its most noteworthy contribution is a resource manual 
This manual delineates t5e 

Several state agenices are particularly germane to emerqency response 
in Cabor. For exangle, the state police would assist local police depart- 
ments in activating the local traffic plan in establishing an emergency pass 
system E E ~ .  rlass evacuation. The state police would also provide'supple- 
mentasv communications equipment to primary responsers. As mentioned pre- 
viously, the state department of we1f;are would oxovide additional personnel 
to the community. 'Tith respect to chemical incidents, the brznch of state 
cloverment resmnsible for air pollution control could send a team of 
chemists, meteorologists and engineers to aid in the identification of 
soilled material an2 in the prediction of its dispersion. A corresponding 
function would be oerforned by the state government department responsible 
for mater resources, although this agency possesses no opersrtional response 
capability. 

With respect to the private sector, local industry is aware of the 
various national and corporate information and response systems that can 
be consulted. Of particular interest is the locally based. nationwide in- 
fornation system of ane major chemical company which provides specialized 
aii.vice and response personnel to the scene of incidents involvinc their 
products. 
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Gabor's location and status in the state ensure that most military-relat- 
ed facilities and resources .wailable in the state would be readily available, 
30th the U.S. Coast Guard and the A m y  Corps of Engineers have units within 
approxinately 130 dles of the city. The former, through its nationwide infor- 
mation service and chemical emergency response systen, is particularly equipged 
for chemical incidents and search-and-rescue operations occurring an inland 
vater routes. However, community liaison with the Coast Guard has been nm- 
existent due to the minimal activity required of them so far in the valley 
area. 
ter reserves. 
augnentatiori of personnel to the area within 24 hours. 
Guard bases in the state is located at Gabor airport and possesses transporta- 
tion aircraft. 
aircraft, ambulance and other notor vehicles. 

The Army Corps of Engineers monitors stream flow data and community wa- 
Both the Air and A m y  National Guard can provide a substantial 

One of the Air 3ational 

The equipment available from the Army Bational Guard includes 

History of Disaster Flanninp, 

Disaster plannin.: in Gabor is closely related to the community's actual 
disaster experience. 
been followed by noilfications in response capability or even by major deci- 
sion to formulate community-wide disaster plans. 
plans for chenical incidents preceded those oriented towarr! other threats by 
almost 75 years. 
volving hazardous materials or, at least, the greater magnitude of sucb icci- 
dents 

Since the late 19439, mass emergencies have consistently 

The emergency of operational 

This is most Likely due to the predominance of incidents in- 

A selective examination of disasters that have occurred in the area over 
the past 3'1 years orovides a good indication ef the manaer in which such events 
have influenced the process of emergency planning. A toxic spill in the late 
forties served as the stimulus for discussions held among the industrial com- 
munity and public groups--primarily the state police--which culminated io the 
formation of the EAC. The next najor incident to affect the area, a fire and 
toxic release at a chedcal plant about ten years later, exposed problems re- 
lating to the evacuation of the surroundin3 cornunity and convergence. 
latter refers to the saturation of an impacted area by emergency res?onse per- 
sonnel and equipent, relief grams, the media and concerned citizens. Fol- 
lowinp this incident, an energexxy traffic diversion plan was adopted by HAC. 
In the early sixties, a flash flood claiminp: 27 lives resulted in an hmproved 
warning svsten throuqh closer commnity liaisons with the local weather bureau. 
Approximately ten years aao, an explosion, fire and concomitant release of 
chlorine vapors occurred at a che9ical company's warehouse. 
evacuation and emerqency response vas hampered by misleading information which 
the public received from the news media. Following the incic'ent, improvements 
were made in communication links between the plants and the media. At a state- 
wide level, improvements in local warning system were also undertaken as a 
result of the blizzard during the winter of 1977. 

The 

The subseauent 

!Jhile pl-annincr for incidents involving hazardous chemicalshasbeen com- 
prehensive, preparedness for natural disasters has lagged behind, with county- 
wide orerational plans beiw formulated only in 1975. Generally, the 
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participation of public agencies in overall disaster planning has been marred 
by widespread apathy, limited resources and the general lack of involvement of 
most public agencies during chemical incidents due to the self-sufficiency of 
industrial responders. 

Interest in nuclear war preparedness waned in the late 1960s, probably. 
However, reflecting nationwide shifts in priorities by federal authorities. 

planning for a nuclear episode has recently re-emerged as an area of concern. 
This is evidenced by extensive treatment of the problem in the county plan 
and again probably reflects activities at the national civil defense level. 

Gabor's disaster planning, formerly the responsibility of an office of 

In 1971, the city civil defense organization (CDO) joined with its 
emergency services is now under the authority of the department of public 
safety. 
county counterpart for the purpose of resource sharing. 
organizations have been maintained, the cowty organization has been weakened 
by the recent death of its influential director, In addition, that organi- 
zation has received extremely low funding in recent years. Consequently, the 
city's CDO has emerged as the leader of emergency planning in the public 
sector although its planning is largely confined to the city. 'Thus, although 
the county plan was largely a product of the former county civil defense 
director, its implementation now rests primarily with Gabor's CDO. 

Although separate 

The other major overall planning group in the area has been the MACD Its 
role as a traditional community leader w5th respect to emergency planning is 
attested to by its recognition in the county plan as having coordinative re- 
sponsibility for industrial disasters. In addition, the emergency traffic plan 
formulated by the MAC has been incorporated verbatim into the county plan. 

As is the case in the county, planning among public agencies in Gabor has 
The director of tended to lean heavily upon the activities of one individual. 

Gabor's CDO is the central figure in community disaster planning and the co- 
ordinator of disaster response for non-chemical incidents. Eis personal en- 
deavors resulted in the establishment of the public ambulance service. 
his efforts, city planning was sporadic, with improvements most frequently 
being made after failures in disaster response. A core of agencies accounted 
for the majority of interorganizational contacts (CDO, the police and fire 
departments) with others remaining on the periphery of the planning progress 
(e.g., the Red Cross, hospitals, the public health department, etc.). In 
addition, few of these agencies in the past developed internal contingency 
plans. 

Despite 

The industrial sector, on the other hand, has one of the first and most 
This is in addition to comprehen- 

A minimal amount of such 
Although the impetus for 

advanced mutual aid systems in the country. 
sive internal planning by the individual plants. 
planning is a precondition of membership in the MAC. 
the development of this system was principally provided by the previously 
mentioned toxic spill in the late forties, more basic factors have also been 
influential. These indud6 the close proximity of companies to one another 
which creates the possibility of sequential disasters and the presence of the 
corporate headquarters of one of the world's major chemical manufacturers. 
Although the MAC has from the outset nominally inczuded numCerous public agencies 
on its roster, the companies, both according to design and especially in 
practice, have played the domhant role in terms of planning at its sessions. 
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Also, they have been coordinating the response for and operationally neutral- 
izing chemical spills and fires. Eistoricallp, a tacit agreement between the 
chemical companies and the public emergency-relevant organizations has per- 
mitted the former to handle incidents so that industry may keep such incidents 
from too nuah public sttehtian and scrutiny. 
limited expertise and resources and the possible political repercussions of 
interfacing in the domain of industry, have willingly complied. 

The public agencies, faced with 

The MAC has experienced steady growth since its establishment in the 
early fifties. This growth stems from a reaction to problems encountered in 
responding to actual incidents and to their policy of enlisting 8 maximum 
number of local organizations. 
the respondents in our field study indicated that it reached its peak in the 
1960s in terms of membership tnitiative and general expertise. The emphasis 
on continued growth at present may, therefore, be partly serving a public 
relations ' function. 

Although the MAC continues to expand, some of 

Current Status of Disaster Planning 

Currently, two organizations are recognized as sharing major responsi- 
The public agencies in Gabor 

Only the city's fire departxent acknowledges 

bility for Gabor's overall disaster planning. 
view the city ClX as having this responsibility; whereas, the industrial 
community recognizes the MAC, 
them both as responsible for overall planning. 
emergency services has been naued as the principal planning organization for 
other municipalities in the county. This is not surprising as the county 
civil defense office has a budget of only $10,000 per annum and has been 
considered a "paper" organization since the death of its former director. 
Gabor's CDO, in conjunction with its counterpart in the county, has an emer- 
gency operations plan oriented toward disasters of natural, chemical or radio- 
logical origin. 
emergency warning, fire and rescue, policing, welfare, public information, 
health and medical services, transportation, traffic diversion and the pro- 
vision of cornunity shelter. 
document is primarily concerned with the delineation of local agencies' re- 
sponsibilities for each task area and with the establishment of €ramworks 
and guidelines for more detailed operational planning by relevant organiza- 
tions. 

The state department of 

The plan is exhaustive, dealing with every facet of response-- 

Although referred to as an operations' plan, the 

In the course of planning, the city CDO meets on a daily basis with other 
agencies within the city which are involved in public safety, e.g., the police 
and fire departments and the public ambulance service, the latter being for- 
mally a subordinate unit of the CDO. Also, the local Red Cross chapter and 
the CDO have almost daily contact. Organizations which occasionally partic- 
ipate in meetings with the aforementioned agencies include the local hospitals 
and the state police. The CDO, police, ambulance service and the Zed Cross 
participate in two-four disaster simulations annually, some of which are, 
however, initiated by MAC. Recently, more community-wide drills of this 
nature have been initiated by the CDO in order to provide participants with 
experience in non-chemical incidents such as a massive bus wreck. 
recently, the local hospitals have been included in these drills. 

Very 
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Although regular contact exists between the CJQO and the other key emer- 
gency-relevant organizations in Gabor, the latter seem to have little know 
ledge of the functions and capabilities of the CDO, the responsibilities of 
one another, and even of their own tasks other than in general terms. This 
is a by-product of the lack of operations incorporated into the city/county 
plan, the relative absence of drill experience of the municipal agencies, the 
apathy of these agencies and their consequent dependence upon the CDO ia a 
crisis situation. 
their own disaster plans and these organizations, together with the Red Gross, 
display a lack of knowledge of the county plan. 
that the CDO would serve as the focal point of disaster response in a non- 
chemical incident. 
by informal leadership, with Gabor's director seemingly the only official in 
the cornunity who has a grasp of overall emergency-related responsibilities 
and resources. 

Neither the police nor the fire department have developed 

They convey the impression 

Formal leadership on the part of the D O  is thus augmented 

Agencies in direct contact with the CDO, such as the fire departlrzent and 
the ambulance service, attribute to it numerous disaster-related operational. 
functions (e.g., housing victims, stockpiling emergency equipment, search-and-- 
rescue, evacuation, and so on), although the organization has a current per 
annum budget of under $50,000 which is only enough to maintain two paid 
personnel and several motor vehicles. Such limited resources, at best, allow 
the CDO to serve as a coordinator of responding agencies rather than as a 
responding organization with operational capabilities. This responsibility 
of maintaining direction and control €or all official activities in an emer- 
gency is specified in the county disaster plan. 

Gabor's police, according. to a general consensus of the respondents in 
our field study, would perform the tasks of traffic diversion, law and order, 
maintenance, and assistance in evacuation during emergencies. All of these 
are specified in the county disaster plan. The first, traffic diversion, also 
is given extensive treatment in the F?IAC plan in which the actions of all law 
enforcement agencies functioning in the county(the state police, the sheriff's 
department and all the municipal forces) are detailed. 
RAG plan has been adopted in full by the community planners and, consequently, 
is applicable for all types of emergencies, 
that the police are and would be involved in emergency warning. 

This section of the 

A few respondents also mentioned 

Gabor's fire department performs fire fighting and light rescue operations 
in emergencies; both of which are specified in the county disaster plan. 
ever, the department has no personnel with specialized expertise in combating 
chemical fires. It does possess some foam should this be required. 
respect to industrial fires, this department, unlike some elsewhere in the 
county which are linked to local industrial plants via communications systems, 
is not a primary responder. Rather, it tends to be called in only after in- 
dustrial brigades have failed to contain a chemical incident. 
Gabor's fire department does not participate in the industrial sector's drills 
nor in those initiated by the CDO, despite the fact that it is listed on the 
IUC roster and has daily contacts with the city CDO. 
this department is not seen as crucially involved in disaster operations. 

How- 

With 

Interestingly, 

This would suggest that 
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Gabor's ambulance service is a creation of, under the authority of and 
represented by the city CDQ at planning sessions. It claims to provide basic 
life support and mortuary servlces, perform search-and-rescue operations, and 
assists in evacuation. 
in the county disaster plan nor mentioned by other conrmunity respondents. 
ambulance service does participate in the CDO initiated drills. 
have no specialized expertise in treating injuries or illnesses relating to 
exposure to hazardous materials. 

These responsibilities, however, are neither specified 
The 

Its personnel 

The local Red Cross chapter V J ~ S  seen by all of our respondents as per- 
forming its standard functions of providing emergency housing, food and 
clothing. These tasks are outlined in the county disaster plan. : Based on 
an agreement with the state's department of welfare (in the aid-70s), the Red 
Cross would also coordinate the provision of disaster casework and welfare 
services using welfare department personnel as required. 

The other major disaster planning organizations, actually covering a 
multi-county area, is MAC. This voluntary association of private and public 
organizations financed by industry is devoted to planning for and responding 
to industrial and utility emergencies. 
council is restricted to companies involved in the manufacture, storage, or 
transportation of hazardous materials and utility companies employing at least 
250 people. All area chemical plants of that size are members. 
portation companies > one railroad and t370 trucking companies, employing less 
than 250 locally, are also members. 
public agencies with emergency-related functions; however, this status denies 
those organizations the right to vote on motions before the council although 
their input is; at least formally, solicited. Public participation includes 
the area's Red Cross chapter; the a.70 major daily newspapers in Gabor; five 
local radio and two television stations; the local F.B.I. office; Hadison and 
Washington County sheriffs; numerous rnunicpal police departments; the state 
department in charge of public safety (includfng the State Police); the local 
base of the Air National Guard and the nearest Coast Guard Base; several 
municipal and volunteer fire deparments; hospitals; the state and county and 
city civil defense Organizations; the local forecast office of the National 
OJeather Sewice; and several additional state agencies. 

In general, full membership on the 

Three trans- 

Associate membership is provided to 

The objectives of the HAC, as iadicated in their charter, are as €0110~~~: 
1) to establish a well-coordinated and practical long-range plan €or handling 
industrial emergencies in the area; 2) to instill public confidence in and an 
understanding of established emergency procedures; 3) to cooperate with gov- 
ernmental agencies in the event the public may be affected by industrial emer- 
gencies; 4) to encourage self-sufficiency in each industrial plane and utility 
installation with material assistance from others within set limits; 5) to en- 
hance cooperative action among the Industries and utilities in the area in the 
event of an emergency; and 6) to evaluate potential industrial emergencies and 
plan for uutual assistance with available materials when needed. 

To fulfill these objectives, a board of directors exists consisting of 
several key positions with clear-cut responsibilities. 
on an annual basis. In addition, cornittees have been established to deal 
with specific matters relating to emergency planning and response. 

Incunbents are changed 

These 
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include security and traffic control, emergency comunications, material 
assistance, risk evaluatton, drills, fire protection, public relations and 
epecial servicee, e.g., medical and welfare services. Regular monthly 
meetings are scheduled for the total membership. 
regular planning sessions, as well as for lectures by personnel from community, 
federal and state agencies. 

These provide a forum for 

Three to four disaster drills are undertaken annually by PfAC members. 
In order to These usually involve the simulation of in-plant emergencies. 

provide as wide a range of experience as possible for participants, both the 
type of incidents (e.g., explosions, fires, toxic releases) and their 
locations are constantly rotated. 

The two principal components of the IAC plan are material assistance and 
traffic diversion. 
from which each type of emergency equipment is available. 
equipment is expedited by the hotline linking 13 of the major member companies. 
The traffic diversion plan involves the development of a pass system in an 
emergency zone to permit the entry of required personnel and resources and 
the rerouting of non-essential vehicles. 
lated for incidents involving any of the area's chemical plants. For any 
major event, all three levels of law enforcement (the municipas and state 
police and the sheriff's department) along with industrial security personnel 
would be involved. 
should deploy its personnel, for most conceivable events, both for the purpose 
of traffic diversion aud law enforcement. 

For the first, a resource list indicates the organizations 
The receipt of such 

Contingency plans have been formu- 

The plan details the manner in which each department 

As already noted, aside from the participation of law enforcement agen- 
cies in the traffic plan, few public agencies are consistently involved in re- 
sponses to industrial emergencies. Such responses, wherever possible, are 
undertaken by the affected company or by a group of companies when additional 
resources are needed. The participation of public groups in major industrial 
disasters is at best limited to providing support to the industrial responders, 
or to the fulfillment of human service tasks such as medical assistance and 
welfare. The actual containment and nearalization of hazardous substances 
is performed by industrial personnel under the authority of the affected 
plant*s personnel. fn the event that: an affected plant lacks the expertise to 
coordinate the response efforts, the MAC'S president's company assumes leader- 
ship responsibilities. 

The domination of industry in the community response to hazardous 
materials incidents is a reflection of the planning process itself. Not only 
do the industrial members of the NAC have formal decision-making responsibil- 
ity, but they are the ones who are regularly present at the monthly planning 
sessions. Representatives of public agencies, the media, the weather office, 
utility companies and transportation companies attend on a sporadic basis, if 
at all. Those present on a regular basis represent the largest chemical plants 
in the area, and it is this core group which directs policy for the entire 
organization. Due to the small size of this group, strong informal ties have 
developed which cement their leadership roles and make it increasingly dif-. 
ficult for other members or associate members to influence policy-making. 
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The c3emical plants are recognized hy most public agencies in the Gabor 
area for their role in the identification an6 neutralization of spilled &em- 
icals, 
and disposal of tSe spilled substance(s) may be conducted by specialized con- 
tracted orqanizations depending upon the specific policy of the company in- 
volved. 

Jfter the containment of an incident has occurred, the actual clean-u? 

Several com?anies undertake conprehensive disaster plannhg of their o m :  
this is largely a function of plant size. 
emerqency squads (e.g., fire brigades) have written emergency procedures and 
undertake their own drills on a regular basis. Although the extent of emer- 
gency plannincr wit?xin each plant differs according to corporate policy, most 
of the industrial resymdents in the FRC study indicated that their plannina 
was influenced most by the local climate of safety consciousness enPendered by 
the '(AIAC. 

Those companies with specialize8 

In keeving wit5 the objectives of the ?AC, all the stockpiling of emer- 
Each plant is ex- gency equiment is performed by the companies themselves. 

pected to maintain equipment in sufficient quantity relevant to the hazards 
therein. Furthemore, all plants have their own emergency pass systerils (per- 
sonnel identification cards). 

The :Ip_cl has also inspired the fornation of linkages between companies 
wherever 
devised mutual warnins systems to offset the possibility of sequential. disas- 
ters. For example, in the eastemnost part of the area, two plants have es- 
tablished an energencv bot-line, distinct from the MAC system, through vhicfi 
one company is imediataly notified of the other's emergency. Also inteqratei 
into this system is the local fire department, which is automatically alerted 
when the companies themelves become aware of the chemical emerzency, 

clusters of chemical plants exist in the area. Adjacent Dlants have 

Transportation companies, whether trucking or rail, employ standard safe- 
ty nrocedures as required by the U.S. Departnent of Transportation and atterpt 
to neutralize minor incidents through the equi?aent available to onscene per- 
sonnel (e.R., drivers). 2owever, even the largest transporters in the Gabor 
area do not have response capability for major incidents involvinp their carqo. 
In the case of several major truckinn companies, for example, personnel fron 
local- terminals may function in an advisory capacity to responders. FZowever, 
since most of the products hauled in the area originate from local industrial 
plants, the personnel from these Dlants would generally direct response efforts. 
These shippers t70uLd inevitably be notified, if not done so directly by the 
driver, as Fart of the policy of the Chemical Transportation Emercency Center 
(CV3TREC) in Vashinyton. All of the transporters interviewed were aware of 
this organization. If matters went according to plan, CHETTl'RPC would be noti- 
fie? hv the vehicle's driver and 570Uld provide feedback on the sFecific pro- 
perties of the spilled material in order to aid the immediate resoonders until 
the arrival of the shirmer's personnel. Therefore, the role of transporters 
in an emergency in this area is merelv to initiate a response by informing the 
apDropriate rertulatorv agencies and emergency response personnel of the pro- 
hle-.. 
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The transportation companies that are members of the HAC periodically at- 
tend the monthly meetings. 
pate in the community disaster drills nor have their own, some of the larger 
companies do provide refresher courses to ensure that drivers are acquainted 
with their safety procedures. 

Although transportation personnel do not partici- 

Another communications network inspired by the ?&IC involves a warning and 
information systecl in which the local weather service office plays an integral 
role. Zn the event of an indusrrial incident, the affected plant can dial an 
unlisted number and provide the relevant information to a tape recorder. The 
message recorded on this tape would be played on the local National !?eather 
Service Network and relayed automatically to all radio and 337 stations hooked 
onto this network. The weather service office, similarly, uses this network 
to warn the community of impending natural disaster threats. The weather bu- 
reau and five Gabor radio stations are actively involved in the YAC disaster 
drills. The weather service also conducts approximately 14 of its own drills 
annually, most of which are oriented to natural disasters. 
recomized warning function, the weather service office provides river flow and 
wind velocity infomation to industries experiencing a- chemical spill. 

Aside from its 

There are fifteen hospitals in the area. All community agencies recog- 
nize the responsibility of these hospitals for providing medical treatment, and 
it is assumed that they stockpile necessary supplies and equipment. IIowever, 
there is little evidence that there is any particular planning for mass emer- 
gencies which mi&& be created by chenical agents, 
munities, the overall disaster planning of hospitals is relatively separate 
from and independent of other disaster planning in the community. 
exist a link between the local hospitals and the local Red Cross chapter. 
canduct occasional drills, but these are independent of MAC or the city CDO 
initiated drills. 

As is typical in many com- 

There does 
They 

Of the two sectors involved in overall disaster planning, XAC and the city 
CDO, the latter is characterized by fragmentation and indifference on the part 
of many organizations. The former, on the other hand, exhibits considerable 
cohesiveness, at least on the part of its functioning members. There are few 
practical links between the two sectors insofar as overall community disaster 
planning is concerned. 

On the whole, planning for chemical incidents predominates in terms of 
its comprehensiveness and on the basis of evaluations by the comunity. 
is not surprisin? as the threat posed by chemical agents, as was pointed out 
earlier, supersede all others. The high effectiveness rating given EAC by 
most of the respondents in the DXC study is based on their derailed operatiogal 
planning, which includes the encourap,emenc of in-plant emergency planninp. 
This evaluation is also probably due to the :?AC's record of being the first 
overall planning group in the area and the !XC's continuing development. 
is also characterized by a specialized emphasis on the technical aspects of re- 
sponse to chemical emergencies and relative self-sufficiency in terms of ex- 
pertise and equipment. Consequently, the organization requires little assis- 
tance from other local community or extracommunity sources. 

This 

EUC 
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Eowever, this independence is detrimental or 6ysfunctional in those cases 
where active liaison with community agencies is neededp namely in the case of 
chemical incidents that extend beyon6 the boundaries of a plant. The MAC was 
particularly criticized by some of our respondents for their poor evaluation 
and medical support systems. 
evacuation has been problematic in the past and probably will continue to be 
so in the future. This is due to the fact that the development of this part 
of the plan was norivated prfmarily by the need to prevent: convergence on the 
disaster zone and to expedite a plant's acquisition of emergency supplies. 
Evacuation in the past has been hampered by a hesitancy on the part of affect- 
ed plants to inform the media of an incident due to an overall industrial pol- 
icy of maintaining a low public profile. Indeed, evacuation seems to present 
a general problem for any emerzency in the area since fire departments, which 
are mandated by the county plan to be principally responsible €or this task, 
do not alvays consi6er it to be their responsibility, an example being Gabor's 
fire departaent. The second major criticism leveled at the MAC concerns the 
lack of medical support systems involved in chemical emergency response. Ilow- 
ever, this problen can also be partly attributed to the lack of a county-wide 
medical communications system and the general inactivity of hospitals in over- 
all disaster planning. 

Despite the EAC's sophisticated traffic plan, 

In the public sector, Cabor's CDO has been directins non-industrial di- 
saster planning efforts in the city. Planning within the public sector has 
recently hecone somewhat more operational (e.8. , with more disaster drills) 
and has increasincly incorporate6 =ore organizations (e.g., hospitals), Our 
respondents nevertheless thought that on the whole a general state of apathy 
and a lack of  resource?^ prevails. 
dominance in planninc, m d  responding to industrial emergencies and possi5ly 
also, as indicated earlier, the state's involvement in local planning. The 
apathy amonz suc5 orqmizations may also reflect a perceived wisespread public 
indifference to natural and chemical hazards, which some of our respondents 
suggested was operative, 

This apathy nay be partly due to the UC's 

The ma3 or criticisms voiced about the CDO' s planning initiatives pertain 
to its generality and. overemphasis on delineating priorities and responsibili- 
ties, rather than allocatbg specific tasks to each organization. However, 
the CDO prinarixy sees itself as having overall coordinative responsibility 
and feels that each orFanization should devise its own detailed task-specific 
planning. 

The lack of operational planning i~ Gabor's public sector has resulted in 
a ?enera1 ignorazce of the tasks of other emerzency-relevant organizations and 
frequently, even QF an oqanization's mw responsibilities. In addition, the 
police, fire department, local hospitals and the Red Cross all seem unfamiliar 
with the county plan. The local 00, for example, is often seen as undertaking 
numerous operational tasks in an emergency that does not have the responsibi- 
lity nor capacity to perform. 
formance of some traditional tasks (e.g.> law enforcement, the provision of 
food, clothin? and shelter to victims and establishing a pass system) confusion 
exists in the pu5lic sector with respect to the performance of such functions 
as the stock?iling of emersency equfpnent, search-and-rescue, evacuation, c m -  
piling lists of missing persons and the care of the dead. 

Also, while consensus exists regardin9 the per- 
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General Observations and Implications 

Certain factors in Gabor have been particularly influential in generating 
the current state of chemical disaster planning. Some of these factors have 
exercised a direct effect; whereas, the effect of others has been nediated by 
some other factor or set of factors. While some of these factors are tangi- 
ble or objective (e.g., econaiic conditions), others are subjective an2 have 
influenced planning in more subtle ways. 

The area's political and economic structure has been of primary importance 
in the chemical disaster planning undertaken. 
chemical industry in both the local and state politfcal spheres has been con- 
ducive to the development of a major industrial disaster planning body such 
as WAC. The affluence of the local business sector has also facilitated their 
accumulation of abundant, specialized resources for both in-plant and larger 
mass emergencies. Conversely, the economic dependence of the community on 
local industry, has strengthened the probability that any enterprise under- 
taken by such businesses--including, of course, disaster planninp-would be 
permitted to proceed with minimum intervention from the public sector. 
fact, there were intimations in the DRC interviews, that in order to maintain 
itself riithout too many difficulties, the city's CDO had to proceed apoliti- 
cally and exhibit only a Tow profile, Furthermore, the severe fiscal con- 
straints placed UPOF. numerous public emergency agencies, including both the 
county and city CEO, reinforced the domination of chemical disaster planning 
by the private industrial sector. 

The powerful influence of the 

In 

The characteristics of the local chemical industry have also contributed 
imensely to the current state of planning. 
in the area is a precondition of the establishent of the type of cotmmica- 
tions network existing among several of the industrial plants. 
the clustering of some of the facilities has resulted in special comunica- 
tions network among contiguous plants. 
plants to populated areas has served as an impetus for the development of the 
emergency traffic diversion plan vhickl is designed to accelerate the movement 
of resources to an emergency zone and to minimize the impact of chemical in- 
cidents upon local residents. Furthermore, the variety of resources possessed 
by the local chemical cmpanies is a function of the diversity of manufactur- 
ing and related activities being performed by the area's plants. 

The density of chemical plants 

Similarly, 

Also, the proximity of many area 

The pre-erninence of chemical disaster planning in the region, as opposed 
to planning for other hazards, is also partly due to the perceptions of both 
the public and private sector respondents in the DRC study, that chemical in- 
cidents constitute the sreatest threat to the community. These perceptions, 
in turn, have been closely related to the Gabor area's disaster experience. 
Eowever, the influence of such perceptions is not unlimited since the public 
sector, which perceives the likelihood of chemical incidents to be higher than 
the private sector, has done considerably less in terms of planning for such 
events. Obsiously, factors other than the perceptual are also relevant. 

Although the public sector assicns a high rating to a chemical incident, 
it shows almost an equal concern for several other forms of threat. 
fore, the chemical threat, to public agencies, represents only one of numerous 
distinct types of hazards to the cm-unity. 

There- 

In addition to their lack of 
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resources to prepare for al.1 types of agents, high levels of threat from sev- 
eral different sources may result in a desensitization to all threats and in- 
duce a state of apathy. In Gabor, apathy was said to prevail among personnel 
in public emergency-relevant azencies as well as the public at-large. 

Private industry, on the other hand, perceives the threat of a chemical 
incident as far more likely than natural or other non-industrial disasters. 
This we have sugpested is a function of their direct involvement in the in- 
dustrial. domain, as well as the influence exerted by the jsiAC itself. 
quently, emergencies involvinq dangerous chemical agents are salient in their 
thinking. Therefore, in addition to their superior resources and political 
clout relative to public agenciesy the industrial community is more active in 
chemical disaster planning due to the greater saliency of chemical threats to 
industrial planners. 

Conse- 

Improvements that have occurred in disaster planning, when generated by 
actual incidents, have not been due to increased awareness since a high level 
of such awareness was undoubtedly present before disaster impact, at least in 
recent times. Consequently, the development of disaster planning in such 
cases can probably be attributed to political pressure or business concerns in 
regard to public relations, and not to an increased level of awareness. 
high level of awareness may have served as the original impetus for undertaking 
comprehensive planning.; hovever: continued grm-~th of industrial planning is 
attributable to specific conditions arising at particular points much later in 
time. 

A 

Vith respect to planninp itself, the local industrial sectar dominates 
the planning and response to chenical emergencies and disasters. 
this results in an overemphasis on the technical aspects of disaster prepared- 
ness. Technical nattcrs are important for effective response but can lead to 
downF3.aying or ignorin.:: equally essential non-technical aspects. As already 
noted, Gabor, for exm?le, has potential problem in those activities requir- 
in% active community liaison, such as evacuation and the delivery of medical 
services during chemical incidents. There are some planning and physical re- 
sources for mass evacuation, but no good warnins system exists for early 
warning or any warning at all to the general community. 
warning system corild Dose major problem in any evacuation effort. Lack of 
attention to this non-technical roatter is partly attributable to industry's 
desire to pl3y down threatening evefits in which the chemical companies may be 
involved. 

In Gabor 

The absence of a 

Industrial self-sufficiency and the focus of the chemical companies on 
technical asnects of planning which are of little relevance to cornunity plan- 
ners may be another source of community apathy, resultinginpublic sector per- 
sonnel beinq excluded from active involvement in the most salient: and presti- 
gious orsmfzation concerned with emercency planning in the area. This apathy 
may, as witnessed in Gabor, extend to an abandonment or strong downplaying of 
concern an6 interest in disaster planning mong excluded parties. 
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In the event that the personnel of such organizations are required in a mass 
emergency, their potential contributions would necessarily be limited. There- 
fore, an overreliance on one group in the community and an overenphasis on 
highly specific task 
mass emergency which would require the concerted efforts of diverse public 
and private groups. 
charter provide for active contact between the private and public sectors in 
Gabor. But, in fact, this is not what prevails in actuality for reasons 
that have been indicated. 

areas are probably detrimental to the response to a 

Interestingly enough, both the county plan and the HAC 
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In this chapter, the metropolitan area of Johnson is describe2 ani ana- 
lyzed. Tiat area encompasses around a million and a half people and dozens 
of P;overmenral and political subentities including the city of Johnson and 
its neiphbor 22 miles away, the city of Lewis. Both cities are, according te 
the !T. S. 3ureau of the Census, part of the same Standard YetropolitaF- Sta- 
tistical Area (S'S-P). I?ze Johnson SKSA is typical of many in t5e United 
States which in absolute numbers have many scattered chemical plants and 
transporters, or even complexes of such activitys but in which the c3emical 
industry as a whole is a relatively small part of the total marmfacturing 
complex and business activity of the area. For purposes of exposition, the 
totzl metropolitan area of Johnson will be designated 3€A; whe2 reference is 
to the inCiviCual cities, they will be talked about as either Johnson or 
Lewis. 

Community Characteristics 

Both Johnson ani! Lewis have several major bodies of water around them, 
an? the sane larpe river, the Lewis, runs throriah the two communities. 
5maller rivers and estuaries also cross the a:%, although none, other than a 
small portion of the Lewisr are navigable for anything but very small boats. 

The entire area of the 3L4 covers around 1,600 sauare miles, with John- 
son County occupying approximately two-thirds of the total area. The ter- 
rain of the area is generally flat-to-rolling, which develops into a hilly 
region in the southern Part of Johnson County. 
face of tke 3~94 are layers of rock which were formed out of sediment collect- 
ed beneath lar2e bodies of water coverinp, much of the land in prehistoric 
times. 
it an iclezl site for hazardous materials waste storase facilities. 

Underneath the ?leasant sur- 

The subterranean deposits of shale and clay common to the JKA make 

Residents of JMA experience both ends of the weat3er mectrum. k the 
averape, in the sunnier the thermoneter comes within a few deErees of the 7n 
degree nark, and in the winter the mid-twenties is average. Precipitation 
is abundant:. The average annual rainfall is approximately 25 inches. The 
chmginp clinate, alons with the surrounding lakes and river, nakes a vide 
variety of outdoor recreation such as boating, fishinc, swimfnp, skiinR, 
tobogganing and snowmobiling possible. 

There is a very dense concentration of industry in the 3V. and for sev- 
eral good reasons. First, the 3% lies at the heart of North America's 
preatest concentration of industrial and conmercial activities. Ten of the 
eleven largest I?. S. industrial centers fall within a 5nn mile radius of the 
metropolitan area. Second, Johnson is a major port, rasking in size in the 
top several dozen of all the Tain seaports in the United States. Facili- 
ties, which allov ocean-ooing vessels to dock and provide a half-million 
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square feet of storage space, make Johnson a major center of commerce. 
ally, Levis has very large hydroelectric developments, providing the energy 
and water resourcw needed for industrial activities. 
industry makes up a relatively small fraction of the total nanufacturin? 
complexp almost 207: of the state's chenical employment is concentrated in 
the JYA, primarily in Lewis. 

Fin- 

Although the chemical 

Of the mproximately one-and-a-half million people who live in the J'U, 
roughly one-sixth live in Lewis County and the renaining five-sixths in 
Johnson County, 
make the city of Lewis their hone. 
more than one nillion residents are located in the city. 
unrlerqone a loss in population in recent years. 
6:: decrease in Lewis' population occurrec! during this tine period. 
cities differ in population density. In Lewis, there are approximately 
6,500 peo?le per square mile. In Johnson, on the other had, almost twice 
as many residents are found per sauare mile. 
expected, are considerably less Sensely in5abited than the cities. 
show around 1,QCIO persons per sauare mile in Johnson County ant? somewhat 
less tha2 half that in Lewis County. 

Of those who live in Lewis County, approximately 85,000 
In 3ohnson County, nearly half of the 

Both cities have 
A 13% dip in Johnson and a 

The two 

The two counties, as would be 
A count 

!bar the turn of the century thousands of Southern and Eastern European 
immigrants flocPed to Johnson and Lewis seeking employment in the factories, 
a fact of history reflected today in the hiqhly ethic concentration of the 
cities, Although the cities have primarily white populations, approximately 
one-fifth of the Johnson residents are non-white, as compared to 10% of 
those living in Lewis, In both counties the non-white population is concen- 
trated in the central city. 

Other demographic characteristics are typical of metropolitan areas in 
the IJnited States which have suffered a population decline. 
t5e residents in Johson and 12% of those in Lewis are 65 years old or over. 
The meliun?, level of schooling in both counties is about a dozen years, with 
no %ore than 10% of the population in any locality having graduated from 
college. Bone ownership in the area varies from around a low of 45W in 
Johnson to a high of around 70:: in Lewis County. 

lkarly 152 of 

Rifferent parts of the St4 are traditionally Democratic and Republican. 
In general, the most ethnic areas tend to be Detnocratic, with the rest of 
both Johnson and Lewis Counties being heavily Republican in congressional 
and presidential voting. The city administrations themselves are usually 
Democratic; the county is usually Republican. 

The city was incorporated in the early nineteenth century. A nayor/ 
citv council form of povernnent is currently used and includes 15 council 
members, nine elected by wards and the remainder elected at-large, Terms 
run four years with a two-year overlap. 

The economy of the JXA is varied. According to value added by manu- 
facturers, the area is among the nation's top 20 metropolitan areas in rub- 
ber and nlestic products: fabricated metal products; transportation equip- 
ment:; paper and allied products: stone, clay ami! glass products: and ranks 
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high also in electrical machinery, printing and publishing, and in food and 
related products. Yanufacturing in the area which produces over three bil- 
lion dollars worth of qoods provides Jobs €or nearly 150,000 workers. 

Vhile manufacturing is the prime hdustry, there are other important ac- 
tivities in the area. 
work, transportetion, services, insurance, real estate and construction. The 
3% tends to have somewhat higher unemployuent rates than the national aver- 
age * 

These include wholesale and retail trade, governnent 

Industry is dram to the area by several other factors. The Johnson 
metropolitan area is a major intersecting point for the highway system. 
secting or terminating in the area are five federal. and 26 state highways 
and one interstate. The trucking services necessary to take advantage of 
the highway netvork are readily available. 
carriers, five transcontinental and 11 international carriers are open for 
business. 
yec?.r, representin? one-third of the total rail mileage in the United States, 
serve the 3%. Finally, two major airports in the area, served by five trunk 
airlines, carry over 70 million pounds of air mail, air freipht, and air ex- 
pxess annually. 

Dis- 

In addition to nearly 150 conmop, 

In addition, seven railroad ccmpanies and around 35,WO trains a 

I 
As noted earlier, the 3.3 ran:rs maong the Dation's top ?@ zetropolitan 

areas in the mnufacture of cbenicals and allied products. Although the 
cherical industry is well represented in both cities, it is nore important in 
Levis. 
those eqloyed in manufacturing as compared to only about 8% in Johnson. 
Services to support the chemical industry (e.g., transportation, storage, 
etc,) also contribute significantly to employment in the area. 

In Lewis, workers in the chemical industry make up about 202 of all 

The range of chemicals produced, stored and transported throup.hout the 
JtfA is imTressive. Acids, alkalines, aluminum chloride, chlorine, dyes, car- 
bide, paints and varnishes, and plastic products lead the broadest categories. 
Large quantities of chemical substances are used by metal producers and €ab- 
ricators, also key industries in the area. 

Storage ar,d transportation of chemicals throughout the county area are 
of considerable scope. 
switching areas for the seven rail companies mntioned earlier. 
source reported that Johnson has the second largest volume of hazardous ma- 
terials shipped by train in t3e U. s. 

Two large railroad yards serve as local and regional 
One Conrail 

The major chemical and petrochemical companies are scattered around the 
port area of Johnson and the Lewis River north of the city lirnits and into 
the city of Lewis itself. Their proximity to populated areas is marginal; 
e.r.$ the plants are old and residential areas have built up aromi! the-, but 
the mjor chemical industrial areas are still in an ^industrial park'' setting 
and conform to a 2500-foot planned safety distance from populated areas. 
This minimum distance, which generally applies to flying objects from an ex- 
plosion, does not take into account the release of toxic gases, however, and 
the residential areas surrounding the plants would be hiThly susceptible to 
becominR affected by a toxic cloud. 
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Community Disaster Vulnerability 

The high level of industrialization makes the 3% a prime target for 
chemical incidents, 
filled with chlorine killed four chemical plant employees an6 left nearly 
1!W others with injuries serious enough to be treated at local hospitals. 
Other chemical incidents which have occurred in the area include amonia 
leaks, chedcal fires, and road spills of oil and similar slaterial. 

A few years ago, the explosion of a railroa8 tank car 

In additiot! to the high susceptibility of chemical disaster, the gen- 

In 1976 
eral area in v7hich the 3% is located is in a part of the country which has 
historically been the site of severe winter stoms and flooding. 
a devastating ice storm struck and the following year the "Blizzard of '77" 
Daralyzed the area with drifts of 18 to 29 feet. Tornadoes have struck the 
southem part of the JMA, and there have been some floods in the area. 

To some extent the area's disaster history is reflected in the disaster prob- 
ability ratinTs DRC obtained in its study. Cfficials from public and private 
organizations nade judments as to the probabilities of certain kinc's of di- 
sasters occurring in the .WAY Johnson and Lewis. Refer to Table IV-1. 

Exanhation of disasters thought nost likely to occur in the next 10 
years reveals a definite pattern. In the JK4 as a whole, the results of 
the public and private sector combined show that the major threats, as per- 
ceives by the respondents, are either weather-related or some type of indus- 
triaL incident. 
catesories. 
ceived top ranking. 
or spill, freezing ice storm, major industrial explosion-chemical plimt, 
major industrial explosion--other, and in seventh place, a sudden toxic sub- 
stmce release. 

Seven of the top 10 disasters fall into one of these two 
!:ajar frost and freeze and a blizzard or massive S~OWS~OZT re- 

Following in descending order are chemical contamination 

> 

Comparison of the public and private groups reveal a hi5h correlation in 
the order of the rankings. 
Trivate, the results do show that the pzl-lic sector rated the probability of 
eac5 disaster hiiher in t5e 5-point scale than did the private respondents. 
Qn t%e average, the probsbility ratings Tiven to the first seven disasters 
(all weather or inckustry-related) by the private sector vas yeater than 
those fro- the private group bv a magnitude of 1.06. 
the final three disasters (water main break, autonobile wreck, and flash 
flooct) vere even zreater, with the rankinus of the private sector bein: an 
average of 1.79 lower. On the whole, it appears that both groups are in 
hasic agreement as to the major rlisaster threats, although the public sector 
consistently rc?orts a higher depree of probability. 

Ilovever, in comparing the public sector to the 

The disparities between 

Perceptiozls of probable disasters riiffer somewhat between the two cit- 
ies. Chemical disaster seems to be more of a threat in Lewis as evidenced 
by the top rankiiig of chemspil and the ranking of explosion-chem in third 
place. 
zard, frost and ice storm, respectively, taking first, second ana third 
plzce, although chemical disasters were also assigned hiPh probabilities. 
The relatively high ranking of chenically-related incidents does not reflect 

In JoF.rison, on the other had, weather took top billing, with bliz- 
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PA Disaster Probability Rating 

Public and Brgvate Compared 

Top 10 
Combined Public Priv8ts Difference 

I, MBjor frost and freeze 
2. Rlizzard or maseiwe snowstorm 
3. chemical cantamtkoa 82: 

4, FrSeezing ice .storm 
5, Major industrial explosfon- 

ehemfcal plant 
6. Wjor industrial exploeiono- 

other 
7. Sudden toxfc substance release 
8. Major water main break 
9. Large autanobile wreck or 

8Pi12 

pile-up 
10. .Flash flood 

4.35 
4.33 

4.00 
4.00 

3.95 

3.50 
3.45 
3.2 

6.53 
4e56 

4.11 
4,Ll 

4.06 

3.67 
3.56 
3 e 3 3  

3*33 
3.00 

3.00 
3.33 

3.00 

3.00 
2.50 
2.00 

? 
(1 . 56) 
(1.11) 
<Q. 78) 

(1 Q6) 

3. IS 3*33 1.SD (1.83) 3.06 3.2a 1.00 (2.2 1 

1, Blizzard 
2, Frost 
3. Ice stom 
4. chemspil 
5 * Explosion-ctrem 
5. ExplOBimuother 
7, Tmdc release 
8, Fl-h €1-d 
9. Car wreck 
10. Water main break 

4. 38 
4.27 
3.88 
3.86 
3.75 
3.47 
3,40 
3.31 
3.2 
3.13 

I. chemspil 4.4 
2. Ice soom 4,4 
34 Explcsian-cll.rsm 4.4 

6. ~ O S C  3.83 

4. Blizzard 4.2 
5. Explosion-other 6.0 

7. Toxic release 3.6 
8. Water. main break 3.4 
9. Blackout 3.2 
10. Pollution 3. 2 
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a correlation between actual experience and perceived threat as it does in 
the blizzard and freezing ice storm categories, Lewis has had relatively 
few recent chemical transportation or fixed location incidents which impacted 
a sizable portion of the community, 
dents and a railroad car fire were the nost recent chemical incidents re- 
ported by emersency personnel. 

Storage tank fires, 2 few truck inci- 

Whatever was involved, there has been an increase in perceptions of 
threats to the commity in recent tines. 
of Johnson officials obtained in a 1972 9RC study when compared with those 
acquired in 197fi. 
materials, the more recent scores are considerably higher than the earlier 
ratinqs. 

This can be seen in the scores 

For almost all categories, and particularly for hazardous 

Table IV-2 

1, 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
P. 
P. 
10. 

Blizzard or massive snowstorm 
Freezinr! ice storm 
‘iajor frost and freeze 
%j or industrial explosion 
Flash flooc‘ 
‘kssive automobile wreck 
Vater pollution 
Plans crash 
Ckmical contamination or spill 
F.12ctric power blackout 

- 
X Score 

1373 1372 

4.00 4.33 
3.95 4, 
3.84 4.35 
30 zc 3.95 
3.11 3.05 
3.10 3.15 
2.95 3. OQ 
2.89 2-99 
2.85 4.90 
2.74 3.m 

- - 

The high degree of threat exhibited by emergency planmrs ws ascribed 
by local officials to be the result of several factors, the most noteworthy 
ones beinz: 
1) national media attention of the Vaverly, Tennessee and Youngstown, Flor- 
ida train derailments (which had occurred just at the initiation of the DRC 
field study) ; 
2) the concern an(! initiative of the Johnson Fire Department’s trainin? offi- 
cer vith respect to cheuical emergencies in the area, anb. his perception of 
a lack of proTer training and coordination to meet such threats; and. 
3) a growinn national awareness over the potential hap. done by hazardous 
materials when exposed to the environment. This awareness was renortedly 
fostered by professional orranizations such as the EJational ?ire Protection 
Ag=ncy and the ?J. S. Department of Transportation. 

Re sources 

Local Resources 

The resource situation in both Johnson and Lewis as well as the .PA can- 
not be understood unless two baclwround factors are recoqnized. 13either city 
hps &me auch disaster planning although Lewis, the snaller locality, is 
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somewhat Setter prepared thsn JoImson, the bigfier city. Furtfiermore, al- 
thouqh they are contiguous to one another, there is practically no contact 
of any kin? betweerr public and private emergency groups in one locality and 
their counterpart agezcies in the other community. 

The soinewhat better state of preparedness in Lewis is indicated by the 
Pact that the local civil defense office <Des have a roster of disaster re- 
sources. A roster includin- names, addresses, and telephone nm9ers of 
local government and private service key personnel was compiled in 1973 and 
distributed to all those who mi7ht be involved in a disaster response. 
such aersonnel or apency roster exists in Johnson.. 

No 

In Johnson the local civil defense office had provided for a central 
com4anc! qost in the same buildin? which serves as the police and fire de- 
parment headquarters. In Johnson there is an underground bunker desioned 
to serve as a center for eFergency qoverrunental operations. hilt at a 
cost of nearly $bc)O,r3Or), Lt vas once thoueht that this bunker would serve 
as a center of operations for ieaders of all utilities, major political of- 
ficials and heads of rovernmer?tal services if there were emereency or di- 
saster conditions. Flowever, the bunker with limited phoze znd radio con- 
tact or internal communications, stznds virtually empty, and a number or' 
key officials do not seem even aware of its existence. It has never been 
used for any kind of emeryency. There is also a strong feeline: arnonr: lead- 
ers of response aeencies that a decentralized system of response has worked 
well in the past, and there is .no need for an artificial innosition of cen- 
trelization, v3ich the use of the bunker might create. 
for the bunker x?as further illustrated during an ice storm when the fuel 
tanks for the internal generator were discovered to be fille? with thousands 
of .qallons of weter, renderinp the facility useless. Currently, in the 
event of 2 faroe-scale disaster, the central command post will he located 
in the fire commissioner's office. 

The poor planninp: 

To the extent there is any enerpeccy organization in Zo'lnson, it is in 
the fire Oepartnent. 
u28t several years resultin: in layoffs an6 loss of equipment, the clepart- 
ment continues to naintain a degree of visibility and to take some initia- 
tive in disaster planninc. At preselzt the departcent consists of a little 
more than ?,W? employees: which is a figure of about one fire fizbter ger 
390 residents. Several comanies of volunteers supolenent the n2id force, 
but bad relatim-s exist because there .is conflict concerninE the insurmce 
prctection of volunteer companies called for stand-by duty. 

Yhile city appropriations have been cut durir,q the 

In 1975, the city of Levis enFloyed around 200 fire personnel, arount- 
in? to one firefiphter per 4fY residents. 
was sttent on the operation of the fire department. The salaried force is 
augnented by 29 smaller volunteer fire departments located in the surround- 
ing areas. 
of hazardous materials responses in the area, and the department had com- 
piled a disaster resource inveIztory. 

Approximately $517 per capita 

The Lewis fire department is the chief planner and coordinator 

In 1?75, Johnson employed approxinately one police officer per 399 re- 
sidents, and police department expenditures were $60 per capita. The 
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Johnson County Sheriff's DeDartment has full crimir!al jurisdiction as well 
as responsibility for staffing the county jail, hut does not maintain a close 
relationship with city exergency orzanizations. 
the sheriff's office has done zuch disaster planning. 

Neither the city police nor 

In Levis, 195 police personnel were employed in 19775, translatine to a 
police-to-resident ratio of 1 to 415. 
very close to that of the fire department, 

Per capita exTenditures, at $55, were 

h.ilvsis of the emerpency communication systems in operation reveal no 
centralization or coordination between Johnson and Lewis. In Johnson, the 
emergency service organizations are dispatched throuuh a 911 communication 
syste3 onerated by the police department, The Emergency '?ec?ical Services 
(EYS) are linked nrinarily through a separate YEXS (Yedical ?mer?ency P-adio 
Svsterr? vhich is virtually the only highly ictegrated network existiw in 
Johnson County. 
an6 coordinated by YERF for all disaster response operations although m-h- 
lances may also be dispatched throw3 the 911 emergency numbers. 
network functions independently of all other community agencies. 

The ?Q hospitals in the city and V.S transporters are linkecl 

Tho T R S  

In Lewis, emergency communication is handled both by televhone ane ra- 
clio. The communication system of the fire deparment disratches anhlances 
for the city although city ?'(3 and county mRS have seoarate &?bulance dis- 
patching centers. Communications by the fire. control unit or the fire com- 
snunication unit with other RTS comFonents is generally by telephone. Until 
very recentlv, there 372s no direct hospital-to-hospital or ambulance-to- 
5ospital radio communication, Instead these contacts were made throuyk the 
police deoartment. 
Civil FrwrPency Service (FACES) rp7hich is ar organization of anateur radio 
operators who provide r?.Oio communications requested. by governnent services 
during disaster and emergency situations. 
is to connect the city's Emergency Operating Center 1#7ith fixed and mobile 
stations throughout the city of Levis, includinT the Red Cross, the seven 
hospitals, ani! radio stations. 
zens' 3and Radio Services, made up of volunteer citizen CB radio operetors. 

The Lewis area has more recently developed ?a?& Amateur 

The function of the radio network 

?d.CES is supplemented by Civil Defense Citi- 

%e Johnson Red Cross attempts to play an active role in disaster plan- 
ning. !:ovever, the organization does not have a larse staff an? the facili- 
ties for Frovidiq? emerzency shelterin? are rather limited. Its infornation 
as to location and access of prestoclccrl supplies is outc'atel and unorRanized. 
The "ational Yed Cross Pisaster Traininz and Response Guides are presented 
as their overall plan for an emergercy. 
'isaster Services 'hidelines and Procebres 'fanual. The CurJose of this 
manual is to assist trained volunteers in the post-disaster resnanse. 
Ted Cross C\apter in Lewis also assumes its assigned responsibility for nro- 
vidfnz relief to persons and families in need as a result of natural +isas- 
ter, In both Johnson and Levis, t5e Red Cross cha9ters have, incknendently 
of each other, become involved in plannin:: and staging drills and simulated 
chemical hazards accidents. 

The local chapter bas cormi1e.l a 

The 

The chemical and petro-chemical industries in the metropolitan crea 
maintain a variety of specialized eauipent and personnel trained in chemical 
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emergencies, but do not presently have m y  type of mutual aid system or any 
other systenatic interorganizational means of sharing resources. 
some of the plants mintain a liaison trith the fire 2epartment to facilitate 
a coordinated incident-nanagenent effort: however, these liaisons are Pore 
informal than structure6 and the exception rather than the rule. Also while 
the fire departrnent does have some acid suits, Scott air packs and foam, the 
bulk of equipment designed specifically to deal with hazardous chemicals pri- 
marily omed bg private industry. 

In Johnson, 

The Johnson civil defense office presently consists of an acting direc- 
tor and a secretary, 
cently due to a possible conflict of interests. 
rectorisheir,? sought, it does not appear imminent that one will be found. 
There is a Sasic Civil Defense Plan for the county, mostly orierted to nu- 
clear warfare problems. 

A full-time director was hired in 1973 but resigned re- 
bhile a new full-the di-. 

The Lewis civil defense office on the other hand, plays a role in natural 
disaster planning, In 1973 the Lewis civil defense office developed a basic 
plan for coordinatfon of disaster assistance in the community, 
lowed in 1977 by an addendm outlining the industrial emergency plan, and in 
1978 a radiation annex was added. 
emergency orgsnizations in Lewis do not consider the local civil defense a- 
qency as having much importance. 

This was fol- 

But while such planning has gone OR, other 

Extra-cornunity &sources 

The area's relationship with the state civil defense agency is not an 
optimal one. 
local representative of this state office painted out that Johnson is not 
meeting state and federal mandates and that this office would have to take 
over in the event of a major casualty disaster. 
the state police is crime and traffic-control oriented and usually does not 
step out of these areas in a disaster situation. 
sonnel and equi?nent vhich would be necessary to provide any substantial as- 
sistance to other civil authorities. 

In a report to the Temporary Citizen's A4visory Committee, the 

In terms of other state aid, 

It lacks sufficient yer- 

All three military service Eraups maintain National Guard units vithin 
the area and the Army has a chemical laboratory listed among its area offices. 
This facility, however, was not mentioned by any informants as a possible re- 
source in a chemical incident. 
personnel and supplies positimed in the area, any attempt to provide disas- 
ter aid. to civil government would be complicated. Any request by a munici- 
pality must be channeled through the state civil defense agency to the State 
Division of Ililitary and Haval Affairs, a requirement that virtually elimi- 
nates the possibility of an immediate response in a disaster situation. 
thermore, the stipulation that the requesting municipality must bear 50% of 
the expense is enough to make local officials think twice about requesting 
help. The U. S. Army Cams of Ensineera, which would only be involved in di- 
saster response after a presidential declaration of disaster, is in somewhat 
the same category. Although the corps has limited resources in the area, it 
did provide tismape survey teams following the March 1976 ice stom. 

In spite of the large numbers of nilitary 

Fur- 
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The U.3. Air Force Reserve, which has located a Tactical Airlift Group 
at Lewis Air Base, is in a better position to aid in disasters. 
trolling regulations give the local commander greater latitude in responding 
to requests from civilian officials, and the unit did respond during the 
1376 ice stom. 

"he con- 

The Coast Guard, which has limited manpower and equipment for shore- 
based operations, is nevertheless an available source of disaster assistance. 
The local connnander is given a free hand in responding to requests from ci- 
vilian authorities. The Oistrict office has used this authority to conduct 
plant inspections and hazardous materials inventories, Cenonstratinp an a- 
wareness of hazardous materiaR threats on the part of the port commander and 
safety officer. The Coast Guard's assistance is especially valuable because 
it possesses an extensive WI radio network throughout the region, and it did, 
in fact, put this resource to use during the 1975 ice storm. 
many of their marine units are equipped to deal with oil spills and fires 
and have access to the Chemical Efazards 2esponse Information System (CFEIS), 

In addition, 

Aircraft, some watercraft, heavy equipment, transport vehicles and com- 
munication equiqment are all available through the various puard units. 
previous local civil defense director m s  a high-ranking nember of a National 
&are unit an6 maintained close formal (planned) and faformal linkages with 
the nilitary. !!owever, his retirement and the general decline of the civil 
defense role in rruclear disaster planning seem to have created, with the ex- 
ception of the Coast Guzrd's contribution, a decline in the military's role 
fro3 a salient entity in cornunity planning to that of a backup resortrce 
when a major incident occurs. 

B 

History of Disaster Planning 

?istorically, there has been very little contmunity-wide disaster plan- 
ning in Johnson, 
handlin? facilities, has nade qore provisions for disaster preparebess; yet 
there is a quite apoarent lack of coordination amonq these resources. Fur- 
thermore,.as already indicated, there is no formal coordination of disaster 
or emerqency nlanniny: betveen the Johnson <and Lewis areas. 
boundaries between the areas have been and currently are strictly adhered to 
by aeencies and planners. 
emrp,ency leadership nay be attributed to two major factors: 
is beleawered by the financial problems of a raDidly declining tax base, 
population, and industrial core. Therefore, disaster Flanning has been 
viethiec2 as a "frill" and accorded very low priority, when it comes to budget 
allocations; and (b) key positions are helc! by politically appointed deci- 
sion makers who have hi;d little historical experience in sharing resources 
and interorganizational task deleeation. 

Lewis with a higher proportion of chemical producinp or 

Jurisdictional 

The ahost total lack of coordination among the 
(a) the 

TI-e history of disaster Flaming io Johnson can be best unclerstood by 
exmining the agency generally desiEnated the coordinating office for ?isas- 
ter resnonse--the Office of Civil Defense. Expenditures ranged fron$325,000 
(includiny federal funds) in operating expenses in 1955 to a hizh of nearly 
$775,900 in 1372 to zero in 1976. Funds were used to develop contingency 
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planning and maintain interorganizational operationalization capabilities to 
control civil ?.isobedience. 
heavilv prorioted and funded, essentially renxiined in the hands of the police 
e.& fire clepartmerrts of Johnson; the primary coumunity-wide continpency pla9s 
maintained by the county civil defense remain nuclear war-oriented to this 
dare. 

This exDande6 function of civil defense, while 

TT;e Jo5rison civil defense office althoueh fully staffed until the late 
fl\f;Os, prsdually deteriorated to a one-person operation in April of 197". 
Pixino this tine period, the civil deferise unit lost its accreditation by the 
State Civil Defense because of its failure to fund the warning system. This 
s"LRite of affairs necessitated the takeover of civil prqaredness by the Re- 
gional CivFl Defense until 1?7?, an8 the transference of the daily functions 
of tbe office to the local fire c'enartment. According to the Temporary Citi- 
zens' P.6visory Cormittee on Disaster ?reparedness, organized in 1977 to study 
the status of disaster preparedness, civil defense failed because. it lacked 
a continuing vital mission, because its leaders connected its existence too 
closely to the threat of nuclear attack, and because it failed to effective- 
ly coordinate the leaders of the rzunicipality's utilities and service oms- 
nizat ions. 

Tktil recently, disaster planninc: in the Lewis area has been conceptual- 
izes as nuclear defense. Local political support is sporadic and changes 
with every nev city msnager. AlthouFh Levis civil defense has not suffered 
nezlect to the same extent as has civil defense in Johnson, it is neverthe- 
less clear that disaster preparedness is not a priority issue. 

Certain disasters and incidents which have occurred in the metropolitan 
area have hfluencec! the armoacfi taken towards disaster plannin?. 
til after the 1975 chlorine gas explosion, which occurred in a cknical plant 
in Lewis, vas the industrial enercency plan added to the city's basic plan 
for coordination of natural disaster assistance. But this industrial plan 
w s  vitten by the civil defense office without the inmt of either the po- 
lice or fire chiefs, a clear in?ication of the lack of coordination among 
response awncies. 
ees, did not, however, tenetate the development of a similar industrial mer- 
Rency plan in nearby Johnson. 

Not un- 

This major chexical incident, which Billed ?lant employ- 

This local incident, but to a greater extent the extensive media atten- 
tion focusing 0'1 several "spectacular" chemical incidents across the nation, 
have serve8 to initiate an effort on the part of the Johnson fire Jepartment 
to develop contingency plans to deal with hazardous naterizls incid.ents with- 
in their jurisdiction. Grid. naps are beinz put together to facilitate typi- 
cal law enfarcenent functions such as control of points of access an8 exit 
fron %pact areas, emergency routes, sta3ing areas, and crowC control. These 
grid maps have been developed by the Johnson fire department to better faci- 
litate coordination between the police and fire departmeszts and will even- 
tually be broken down into coded sector yages which all. division chiefs will 
carry. 

The recent'y developed concern over hazardous materials enereencies has 
also manifested itself in the planning and carrying out of several. sinulated 
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chenical hazard incidents. 
preparedness has been directly the result of concern excressed publicly by 
the Johnson fire department, arid more specifically, the director of its train- 
ing bureau. The fire department has historically beell involved in community- 
wide disaster planninp but has clearly taken the protagonist's role in hazar- 
dous materials and incident managenent. 

The impetus to concentrate on hazardous materials 

Realizin? the potential for a specific catastrophic event and mobilizing 
community support for handling such an incident developed into two quite dif- 
ferent problems for the fire department, however. 
increase in hazardous materials incidents (or the marked perception of an in- 
crease) and the large volume oE hazardous materials being shipped through the 
Johnson area, an effort was made to commit fire department resources totrain- 
in? and eauipmeDt progrcms to nitisate the threats. Elowever, fire department 
resources vere not allocatedforthese purposes, and other public and ?rivate 
orpanizational support failed also. 

Recocjnizing the dranatic 

In ahost every oraanization approached by the fire department, buQet- 
arp constraints vere cited as the lhiting factor to any comnitnent of re- 
sources. The award winning f i h ,  "BLZ?E" (documenting several large chem- 
ical explosions) 77as shown to the Johnsor, city council in an attempt to gen- 
erate policy and funds for chemical emergency equipnezt. %bile reason for 
concern vas noted and expressed by city council members, no expenditure was 
aDproved for the provision of equipment or training. Unc!aunted, the JOh?2SOn 
fire depart2ent training director developed a program desisned to familiarize 
local police and fire personnel with the potential danger of hazardous mate- 
rials carp0 and to provide operating procedures for their coordinated response 
to hazardous materials emergencies. Ibny of the training aids were han6-made, 
but the effort expended and number of emergency personnel trained have been 
subs t ant i a1 . 

AF,other major incident which has prompted re-evaluation of disaster plan- 
ning in the area was the severe ice storm which struck the area in the late 
1970s. The response of the various service orzanizations during the initial 
hours of the recovery effort made it quite apparent to the county's political 
leaders that there were some serious gaps in the area's disaster prepared- 
ness. 
son councilman as saying, "we got caught with our pants down during the bliz- 
zard and I don't want that to happen again". The outcome of this concern was 
the formation of a temporary advisory committee on disaster preparedness made 
up of interested citizens who were not service deliverers but represented a 
broad cross-section of the community. 

An article in the l0Cd newspaper following the storm quoted a John- 

The purpose of the committee t3as not to design a disaster plan but to 
assess the present and potential capabilities of existing agencies and pin- 
point areas where improvement could be obtained. The basic finding of the 
committee concernin2 the response to the ice storm was that the community, 
despite the lack of central coorc!ination, responded well. Powever, the com- 
mittee also stated that the area lacks an "effective central disaster coor- 
dinating body" . 
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It was noted that several central asencies resnonded to the developing 
ice storm within their respective areas of responsibility, but failed to acti- 
vate or communicate with the county executive office and other county offi- 
cials. 
mary respome agencies was noted in the conmittee's report. 
county sheriff's department hac! patrols on the road with 24 hour dispatch cov- 
eraee during the stom, it did not alert other agencies. This is tfie same de- 
partment which answers the civil defense phone during non-business hours. 

The most strikinp example of this lack of conrmunication between pri- 
Although the 

The committee did find, in addition to the failure on the part of the 
other problems in the community' s disaster response. sheriff' s departnent 

Even so, t5ey hastened to point out that a consolidation of districts and a- 
gencies, such as that attempted in the bunker episode described earlier, would 
not necessarily lead to an improvement in disaster response. 
clusion of the committee that effort should be focused on continued indepen- 
dent, albeit coordinated, responses by separate agencies rather than a cen- 
tralieatior? of essential services. 

It was the con- 

?%e next year, following the record snowfalls of the blizzard, the citi- 
zen's advisory coumittee issued a supplement to the initial report. The main 
focus of the report was to urge prompt development of oxzanized disaster re- 
sponse plans. 
fire companies, and local county highway department was perceived to have been 
successful in minimizing losses. 
detailed aid until four days after the declaration of local states of emer- 
3ency. 
county had in existezzce an effective disaster response rlan coordinated f?y 
full-time, knowled$eable and capable individuals. Through such a coorrlina- 
tioE, aid could flow on a prompt, moderated basis which would meet local needs 
at a minimum of cost." 

The immediate and independent res?onse of the local police, 

There was, however, a compLete lack of any 

The commiztee concluded that this %70Ulr? not: have occurred if "the 

In the pr3vate sector, emerqency planning on the part of the industries 
has historically been on an independent basis. One exception to the pattern 
was the oroanization of the Lewis Industrial Emergency Corncil in 1958. The 
purpose of this bocty was to provide a plan tailored to meet industrial emer- 
gencies by a system of mutual aid. Lack of interest in this organization led 
to its eventual decline: very few local officials seem aware of this orqani- 
zation, indicating that althousr3 it may still exist on paper, it is not a vi- 
able resource for emergency response,. The general pattern in both Lewis and 
Johnson is for each plant to take care of its own problems, callinq for out- 
side help at their own discretion. 

To smiarize, with the exception of the efforts by the Johnson fire de- 
partment, disaster blanninq has Seen all but non-existent in the Johnson area 
to date, and there are indications that it will remain a very lot? comunity 
priorfty. In Lewis, althowh the preparation is far from optinal, the local 
civil defense has been active in the develmment of basic disaster plans. 
there is the complete lack of arty contact between the tv*o cmunities. No 

But 

orpmization in Johnson or Lewis could recall. 
ter tasks betveen the two areas although some 
incidents have inpacted both areas. 

any effort to coorcl?fnate d.isas- 
flood and severe winter weather 
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Current Status of 3isaster Planning 

Currently, only the Johnson fire department has even an orientation to- 
wards overall planning, %ut it operates with no overall contingency plans, 
relying instead on its standard operating procedures. The resources avail- 
able for disaster and emergency response are almost nil, and the expertise 
of the personnel does not extend much beyond fires and hazardous naterials 
incidents. 
ous materials incidents in the area and has started training sessions and 
plar,t inspections for risk assessment puqoses. 
sporadic contiict with the sheriff's deprtment, the Coast hard, the city po- 
lice, Conrail, volunteer fire departments and the state nolice but does not 
have strong interzzency ties with any of the other response organizations. 

The fire department does recognize the potential threat of hazard- 

The fire department maintains 

In Levis, the city fire department is the chief planner and coordinator 
of hazardous materials response--smaller, volunteer fire departments are in- 
tesrated into the county response plans. "he fire departnent has not written 
a disaster Dlan but operates accordina to its standard operating procedures. 
These indiczte that the department's duties are to contain and extinquish 
fires, obtain aid under the county Fire Mutual Aid Plan, utilize fire emer- 
gency rescue and first aid squads, and remove trapped and injured persons 
from damaged structures. 
chief or designated representative in concert with the local civil defense 
office will assume responsibility for the direction of a11 local ?overnment 
and private agencies. 
contact with the "lice departnent, civil defense, Red Cross, mayor, city 
mnacer, hospitals, sheriff, a d  erergency cledical services. 

The Industrial Emergency Plan states that the fire 

The Lewis fire department maintains varying degrees of 

Second to the fire department, the Johnson police department possesses 
the preatest amount of disaster pl.anning and response capability. Like the 
firefighters, the police also lac? any overall contingency Dlans. Their ac- 
tivities are focused ahost exclusively on traditional police tasks such as 
traffic control, civil unrest, etc. The departnent does not conduct drills 
or actively coordinate vith any other resnonse agencies on a routine basis. 
In fact, very low priority is placed on hazardous materials training because 
it is said, very little widespread d;u?aze has occurrec-l in recect years. 

In Tlevis, the police department is located in the same building as the 
fire clerartment headquarters and has an adjoining communications center. 
There appears to Se a close, but largely informal relationship between the two 
organizations. According to the city's industrial emergency plan, the police 
department's responsibilities durinq an industrial incident, in addition to 
its traditional duties, are to place a liaison officer at the zate of the af- 
fecte? plant, establish traffic control and roadblocks, and direct evacuation. 

The decline of civil defense in Johnson was noted earlier. Subsequent 
to the temorary advisory committee's report in 1978, money was appropriated 
for hiring a full-time civil defense director and the development of a county- 
wide disaster plan, to include hazardous materials incidents. Johnson did, 
in fact, hire a full-time coordinator and submit a prograii proposal to the 
state office of lisaster preparedness. Fowever, it appears the position vas 
established nerely as a political gesture to silence adverse pu5lic opinion, 
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The organizational boundary protection which exists in the Johnsoi area vir- 
tuallv insures failure of a revival of the civil defense office. A further 
ineicator of the status of civil defense in Johnson was the response of the 
state police to a letter from the civil defense office requesting comunica- 
tions end response liaisons. In its reply, the state police noted that civil 
defense in Johnson has historically been a non-functional entity, and, there- 
fore, it did not want to expend the time and equipment necessary for a coun- 
ty-wide preparedness plan. 

The civil defense office in Levis has fared somewhat better than its 
nei?h5or in Johnson, 
two surrounding t o m s  were consolidated into an overall county office, put- 
tin? civil defense on the county level. 
have witten supplements covering industrial and radiation enerRencies as well 
as an appendix regarding citizens’ band radio service. 
dividual depa.rt3ents and agencies to mite their own disaster plans, a goal 
which, althouqh pushed by the civil defense office, has not been accomplished. 

Recently, the city civil defense offices from Lewis and 

In addition to the basic plan, theg 

It is left up to in- 

Accor4inq to the basic plan, the civil defense role, under the direction 
of tht., city manazer, is to inteqrate and coordinate aid proviled by govern- 
nent and private agencies. 
agency has little power over either the fire or police, and virtually none 
over private industry. Civil defense is officially in charge of the auxillary 
police force, although the sheriff 170Uld in actual fact coordinate this Eroup. 
Likevlse, the county volunteer fire department is under the direction of the 
civil defense office, but cooperative relations between the local civil de- 
fense offices and the professional city fire department do not exist. Over- 
all, it zppears that civil defense in Lewis has been delegated a considerable 
amount of responsibility without the necessary authority to Lzqlexent the ef- 
fective disaster planninp. 

Accordin:: to the Levis civil defense office, the 

Tfie linkaces tihicfi exist among the Johnson agencies are best character- 
izerZ as infom.al and mainly denendent upon the initiative of officials from 
all tfie ornmizations rat5er than u ~ o n  vritten agreements detailing specific 
tasks or reswmsibilities, As there are no mitten procedures for coordina- 
tino i! disaster response in the Johnson area, there can be littlc or -no knowl- 
e+e of preferred activities bv ernerrency organizations except for their own 
trditional tas!: sets. Periodic disaster meetings, drills, or other func- 
tional contacts are practically non-existent on a community basis. 

En Lm7i.s, because of the centralized location of the fire and oolice de- 
partment offices, there is more comunication between the two groups although 
contact \Tit% other response agencies is more sporadic than routine. 
Red Cross does periodically plan an6 coordinate drills with the fire depart- 
ment. 

The Lewis 

In spite of the high concentration of industries in the SV., there is no 
industrial mutual aid program. 
eqerpency, it Is the policy of the fire and police departments to respond only 
when so requested by rlant officiels, h e  superintendent of safety at a major 
chemical plant in Levis maintains a very close relationship with the fire de- 
partment m d  has a direct line to fire communications, but that is a very 

In the event of an industrial disaster or 
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atypical relationshi7. In spite of the fact that an explosion or other inci- 
dent in one plant could easily affect a neighborins facility, there does not 
appear to be any fomal coordination of response between plants. 

General Woservatioris and Implications 

Presently, the responsibility for hazardous materials planning, response, 
and recovery throughout the Johnson area rests almost exclusively with one 
azency, the fire department, and only partial support is exhibited by other 
organizations. Likewisz, in Lewis, the fire department is the prhary coor- 
dinator for disaster response. In addition, there is no industrial mutual 
aid syste?n. 

The Sisaster vulaerability assessment which was given to Johnson and 
Lewis respondents indicates that both public and private respondents have a 
relatively high Derception of the possibility of a chemical inci6ent. ?ow- 
ever, act-2 support for disaster planning is very minimal, increasing only 
temporarily during disaster or emergency situations. 
dents vividly illustrate that there continues to be a glaring need for a coor- 
dination of disaster planning and response. 
with chlorine derailed just within the boundaries of the city of Johnson. 
Approxizately 20 hours later, at which point no word had been received from 
the railroad, the U. S. Coast Gusrd telephoned the Johnson fire department to 
infom them of the irrcident. ‘Ishen the acting disaster coordinator was noti- 
fied, be did arrive at the scene but made no attempt to follov7 procedures. 
The railroad then proceeded to right the car without notifying the fire de- 
partment that this operation was going to take place. 
decided to repair the car while loaded, and this was undertaken successfully 
without hcident. A similar situation occurred a few months later just over 
the Johnson County line. Two cars of vinyl chloride derailed and went off a 
bridge into a creek bed. Fire personnel were notified by the police hours 
after the incident, the latter beino, attracted by chance to the glaring lights 
of the repair crew. 

Several recent inci- 

In 1979 a railroad car loaded 

The railroad eventually 

Vhile it may be that the area has not yet sustained a hazar2ous materials 
incident oE substantial proportion, it appears that the cauability to respond, 
particularly to a transportation accident, is marginal. Althougfi the impor- 
tance of hazardous materials preparedness has been recognized by several com- 
munity leaders such as the fire deTartment safety trainer in Johnson and the 
civil defense director in Lewis, their efforts have not zenerated the level 
of support necessary to make any substantial impact on the status of disas- 
ter planning io the metropolitan area. 
indication that the two counties or cities view this as a mutual problem, and 
they have not coordinated’any resources. 

Furthermore, there is virtually no 

Of course, the lack of planning for chemical disasters is reinforced by 
It the even worse state of preparedness for disasters generally in the 3%. 

is almost certain that poorer disaster planning probably does not exist in 
any other metropolitan area in the country. 
quantity, and whether judged relatively or absolutely, the JI4A must rankamong 
the poorest in the Vnited States with respect to disaster preparedness. 

Both in terns of quality and 
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Clearly a number of different factors are responsible for the existing 
state of affairs. 
parinq for disasters. 12terorgmizational conflicts and differences, rooted 
in a lone: cmunity history, work aqainst consensus and cooperation. 
general dec1ir.e of the metropolitan area’s economy uakes for strong competi- 
tion for evershricking resources. The relattve rarity of actual disasters, 
despite relatively high probabilities of mass emergencies, has net ?rovirl.ed 
local emergency orzanizations nanv opportunities to seize upon dra-atic in- 
cidents to make a case for plamiinz. 
>enter‘ systern, a collection of decentralized emergency organizatiocs, with 
inadequate resources which mostly expects to deal with disaster problems on 
an att hoc an? individualistic basis dram from routine ways of resTonding to 
emerpencies. 

There is a neqative social climate with respect to pre- 

The 

‘&e overall consenuence is R very fray- 

‘‘ovever, a few of the enerpency apicies, such as one of the fire de- 
partments and one of the civil defense offices, have attetvted. to take some 
initiative and have made some moves tot~zrds developing coordination. ;Tost 
local orpanixations are either indifferent or unintereste? in such activi- 
ties. They will, in fact, resist when efforts to chanTe the existent state 
of affairs threate? to impin:e on their own domains. 3onetheless, the fev 
active orzanizations discussed herein, rerresent the elernents which could 
form the core of a preparedness program if acy major effort toward coordi- 
nater?. comnunitv disaster preparedness is attenpted in the future. 
is not a likely probability, but even in the .J?~’L possibilities for plamin?; 
for disasters in the future are not totally absent. 

This last 
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@VEP!ALL IYPESSIONS AND IMPLICATIOXS 

This chapter is devoted to a discussion of the general impressions which 
can be derived from our overall study and the specific case studies detailed in 
the previous chapters. 
rather bleak, some positive implications for community chemical disaster pre- 
paredness which might be drawn from this work are also pointed out. 

Despite the fact that the picture might appear to be 

Overall Impressions 

In an earlier publication (Unscheduled Events, 1978) some preliminary ob- 
servations about planning for chemical emergencies were presented. 
these observations, and the degree to vhich they are supported by the case 
studies can be stated as follows: 

Four of 

I* There are certain distinctive pt&terns noticeable in the local planning 
for natural disasters. However, no one pattern seems to predominate in planning 
at the community level for disasters resultinc from chemical agents. There is 
considerable variation nationwide as to who is seen as primarily responsible for 
planning at the local level, and also in reqard to what resources are seen as 
necessary to deal with the problem of a chemical disaster if it should arise. 

This zeneral observation is supported by the case studies. Three different 
patterns of planning are apparent. In Swisher there is a barely distinguishable 
effort at preparedness in the public sector, vhile a very detailed, in depth 
systex has been established in the private sector. Homver, there is almost no 
connection between the two systems, and the public emergency organizations have 
ceded the responsibility fox all chemical disasters almost exclusively to the 
private company. a 
very highly inteRrated private sector one and a much weaker public system. But 
while the private sector's preparedness is generally strong, its weaknesses 
such as poor evacuation planning, are not compensated for by the planning of 
the public emergency organizations. In the Johnson metropolitan area, there is 
neither a stronp, public or private system, although there is more preparedness 
activity in t3e latter than in the former community sector. 
for chemical disasters is not specifically assumed by anyone, and there is even 
little recoEnitioa of what the problem might be and what resources are needed 
to deal with acute chemical emergencies. 

In Gabor there are two somewhat loosely connected system: 

Responsibility 

2. While there are marked differences from one locality to another, there 
The mat- is relatively little community level planning for chemical disasters. 

ter is not seen as a general salient issue in most communities and little ef- 
fort is directed toward addressing the problem. The problem has low priority 
in overall community disaster planning. 
there is awareness of the possibilities and potential for local chemical disas- 
ters. 

This is true even in localities where 

This general observation is applicable to at least two of our case studies. 
Only in Gabor can it be said that preparedness for acute chemical emergencies is 
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related to overall community disaster planning. And even in Cabor the link be- 
meen the public and private sectors is weak. 
munities, planning for chemical disasters, regardless of the degree to which it 
has been undertaken, is not an integral part of overall c6munity disaster plan- 
ning for all disaster agents. 

Furthermore, in all three com- 

3. Omitted from almost all disaster planning for chemical agents is the 
fact that if the disaster is a very large one, it will probably involve national 
response teams, and that in the vast majority of cases of sudden disasters, the 
local police or fire department will be the first responders. Failure to recog- 
nize this means that certain crucial interorganizational contacts and interac- 
tions likely in actual events may not be any part of a% existing plan. 

ARain, this zeneral observation is consistent with what we found in two of 
the case studies. 
which non-local entities misht play in a chemical disaster. 
community, little importance was attached to the possible first responder role 
of either the police or fire departments. The lack of either chemical disaster 
planning or overall community disaster planning in metropolitan Johnson, of 
course, means very little attention is being paid to improving the preparedness 
status of first responders, except for the fire department, or how non-local 
agencies might be integrated with the local response. In Swisher, a similar 
situation exists, probably reinforced by the notion, which may or may not be 
valid, that the local chemical company has all the necessary resources and does 
not need to prepare to call on nom-',oca!. organizations for assistance. 

Only in Gabor was there an awareness of the possible role 
But even in this 

4. 
and planning for chemical disasters, there is a tendency for other local organi- 
zations not to be too active in that respect. Due to the specialized interests 
and expertise of the lead organization involved, one possible consequence of 
this is sometimes an unbalanced emphasis in the preparations and planning for 
disaster tasks and relevant resources. 

If one major organization fn a community takes the lead in preparing 

This observation is clearly illustrated in all three case studies. In 
Swisher, the chemical company has taken the lead and is allowed almost exclusive 
responsibility for chemical disaster planning. In Gabor, While the private sec- 
tor has undertaken elaborate preparedness measures for chemical emergencies, the 
public cmunitv organizations have developed only limited roles for themselves. 
In the Johnson metronolitan area, the limited preparedness which does exist, is 
provided by a few of the chemical comm-mies and to s m e  extent by the fire de- 
partments. 

Overall, as noted earlier, the picture we derive from our case studies is 
neither reassuring nor encouraging. 
resemblinp: good overall comzunity disaster plznning for disasters in general. 
In tvo of the localities, Swisher and Gabor, there is extensive preparedness for 
in-plant acute chemical emergencies, but none of the areas extend their planning 
for a chenical accident which would 30 beyond. plant gates for a chemical emer- 
gency create6 I;y a transportation mishap. 

None of the three communities has anything 
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Some Positive Implications 

The picture of chemical disaster preparedness just depicted appears very 
-. 
disasters, the plannine leaves much to be desired. 
American communities with lover but still substantial risks from acute chemical 
hazards, the state of preparedness for acute chemical emergencies is probably 
even worse. 

Tven in localities with a high or relatively high risk for chemical 
It follows that in other 

Hovrever, to leave the picture this way, especially for officials concerned 
with disasters and who have responsibilities to prepare for them, n7ould be both 
nisleadins: and unnecessarily negative. 
it is better than what t70Uld have been observed just a decade ago. Even in the 
communities we studied, although not touched upon in much detail in the descrip- 
tions, changes 57hich have occurred have been in the direction of more and better 
planninF: for chemical disasters in both the public and the ?rivate sector. Any- 
one attempting to initiate or improve planning in this area would be moving with 
the tide of opinion and action and not against it. 
Freater recognition of the problem of chemical disasters than there was just a 
few years ago. The overall social climate or context is favorable for change. 

For oEe, while the picture is bleak, 

Everywhere there is far 

Second, in most cases, there is something on which to build in most commu- 
nities. 
spectable in many instances. 
companies vhictr Yroduce or store nore Sazardous materials. Similarly, trans- 
porters, railroads nore than trucking fims, have an interest in and have devel- 
oped varyin2 kinds of preparedness for chercical emergencies. Thus, public offi- 
cials fnterested in developing or extending chemical disaster preparedness will 
find, in most localities, sone segments in the private sector that have already 
undertaken some p1annin.y. In many, if not the vast rnajority of instances, it is 
not necessary to start at ground zero or to assume that: there is absolutely no 
knowledge or interest in the problem anywhere in the comunity. Vhile crossinl: 
the public/private sector line is often difficult, the existence of some chemi- 
cal disaster planning in the private sphere does give public apexxies a base 
upon which to build and possible allies with which to work. 
th.ere are or can be Interorganizational or social relationshigs in a comunity 
which could be positive factors for change. 

Plant planslina for chemical emergencies with a facility is fairly re- 
This is especially true of the larger chemical 

Put another way, 

Third, Secause the preceedin2 case studies depict actual rather than ideal 
situations, tSey ouyht to be useful. They indicate some of the problems and 
difficulties encountered in attempts to achieve chemical disaster prepsrechess. 
Communities, with chemical plants or complexes dominating a locality, should 
recoznize they can be seduced into believin? the private sector will handle all 
chemical disaster problems. Localities which have good prepsredness for in- 
plant emergencies should see that different planning is neded. if the chemical 
fiisaster extends beyond the plant property or if there is o transportation acci- 
dent. Areas which do have planninp,, whether in the public and/or private sec- 
tors, should be avare, as a result of reading the previous case studies, that 
the level of chemical disaster preparedness will not be what it might appear to 
be at a purely effort level unless there is an integration of such efforts. 
Other examples conld be cited, but our general theme is that knowledge and 
understanding of what prevail in a situation is itself a social resource, 
has often been said, knowledge is power and can be used to bring about change. 

As 
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In talking about social climate, social relationships, and resources, we 
are, of course, pointing to what our study established early as key factors in 
tho planning proceae far ddsasters (see Quarantelli et al, 1979). In this 
volume we have tried to depict some of the actual social climates, social 
relationships and resources which exist in three different kinds of American 
communities. In an~localitp, plannexs and policy makers, with respect to 
chemical disaster preparedness, ought to be able to see some parallels between 
what has been descrLbed in the case studies and what goes on in their ocjn 
counnunities, and to draw specific implications appropriate for their particular 
circumstances. If this volume helps to do this, we have accomplished the 
purpose of this work as set forth in the first chapter. 
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